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Corrections policy
When we screw up you'll know about it – on 
the front page. One of the big complaints 
about newspapers is they tend to bury 
corrections and clarifications deep inside 
where few people who read the original article 
see them. If we need to fix something, an alert 
box on the front page will state what story is in 
error and where the full correction is printed.

Submitting material 
Letters, columns, photos and other material 
are welcome, but we can't offer pay for 
published items since nobody here is getting 
paid at the moment. Submissions in electronic 
form (text, Word documents, JPEGs, etc.) are 
highly preferred, although typing and/or 
scanning of items will be considered on a per-
case basis. We reserve the right to edit 
submissions for length, clarity, accuracy, libel 
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Extra-extra-extra absurd expanded 10-

Quiz before reading the next sentence: 
What worst-case local police emergency 
explains the "hot" vehicle in this picture? No 
it's not a terrorist attack (although officials 
have expressed worries about them here) or an 
even-more-botched-than-we-thought desperate 
escape attempt by that infamous first-ever bank 
robber (although both happened at roughly the 
same time). Instead, it's part of one of those lar-
ge-scale emergency exercises that happened 
here from time to time, in which worst-case in 
this instance involved a passenger flight 
crashing on the airport runway. Since pre-
sumably officials didn't actually demolish a 
plane and set it on fire, this flaming four-door 
is what the French news site Les Jours featured 
when writing about the exercise from last De-
cember. But intriguing as it is, there's been a 
crushing amount of coverage lately about Sval-
bard's emergency preparedness capabilities due 
to real-life incidents involving avalanches, boat 
wrecks, a fatal helicopter crash and more. So 
the line that really caught our attention in this 
article note that while all local officials are 
engaged for the moment in the faux disaster, 
"Longyearbyen police are increasingly con-
fronted with cases of fights in bars, drug 
possession and consumption, driving in a 
state of drunkenness and domestic 
violence." Now that's an attention getter 
because the governor's most-recently published 
annual report (from February of 2018, alas, 
with this year's report not likely to come out 
until April) declares crime overall is maintai-
ning its generally absurd low levels. But the as-
sertion certainly matches what we've been see-
ing on local social media and such during the 
past year or two. Locals have sought out 
culprits stealing things such as parts from nu-
merous snowmobiles, clusters of large fuel ca-
nisters outside buildings, bikes, ransacking 

storage shed, a wrapped gift from a coffee table 
and plastic crates containing little more than 
junk (full disclosure: and the keys to the car 
belonging to the evil overlord of this space). 
Maybe the most cringeworthy recently was two 
wedding rings stolen from a purse in a locker at 
Svalbardhallen. Plus we've had four drunks 
wandering around (or "swimming") in the 
snow outside in life-threatening cold with little 
clothing during the past two weeks (including 
two this weekend) And yes, vehicle heists are 
part of that – which are shocking the same way 
the bank robbery was since where are you go-
ing to escape to – mostly involving hit-and-
runs, vandalism and joyrides such as the 
moron(s) who badly scarred both sides of a 
"borrowed" van by driving it over a way-too-
narrow pedestrian bridge with railings. So this 
week's public service is conceding that yup, it's 
time to follow the advice of the many who've 
said such things should be reported to the 
governor's office – even though we've seen no 
point in the past since it's not likely the crimes 
will be solved – since it's probably good to 
know how much of our collective naiveté we 
should be losing…

•••
Luckily, if crime really does get bad (or, 

egad, any of that much-feared foreign espiona-
ge or terrorism happens here since, after all, 
Norway has long seen us as one of the most-
vulnerable targets thanks to the 50+ nationa-
lities living here), we're got a super agent with 
local experience to call upon by the name of 
Jason Bourne, who visited not too long ago 
in pursuit of his latest mission with the 
block-ops program known as Treadstone. 
Naturally we can't reveal anything about his 
mission, but for those who think they may have 
spotted him or try to in the future be warned: 

The first sunlight of t
PIOTR ZAGÓRSKI / POLISH POLAR STATION HORNSUND

EVA ABSHER-SCHANTZ
Flailing public schools? Why is it Hogwarts and 
its Muggle-inspired bretheran can't be bothered 
to teach students Shakespeare, but seems cool 
with kids seeking out dangerous creatures and 
mysterious objects in forbidden facilities?

LES JOURS
Svalbard's coolest flammer: The top-secret ending for the bank robber trying to flee to the airport? 

See WEIRDNESS, page 3



Barely bloodsucker bait: Sorry, but this fearless fossil is a bit fishy compared to some other vampires of Svalbard (whose stories are told in headlines 
such as “‘Vampire therapy’ could reverse ageing,” “Gene turns mosquito into vampire” and “Jeff Allen Vs. the Time Suck Vampire.” 

JØRGEN BERGE

To ensure great tales about tails

is the first newspaper in Europe to be accepted as a 
full member of the Association of Alternative 
Newsmedia. That means a whole new global 
audience will be looking to Svalbard – and what it 
might have to offer those who visit. Tell them what 
you have with our extremely affordable print and 
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he's undercover so he's not going to resemble 
the pictures from all that Bondesque media 
coverage of his capers (and presumably he 
won't stick out like a Martian). But we do have 
some possible dirt on his local contact, as Ver-
dens Gang reported it "has been in touch with 
Jason Roberts, who runs the company Polar X 
[because, of course it's named that –Ed] and 
has worked for many years with facilitating 
film and TV productions in Svalbard. He does 
not want to comment on the matter." Last we 
were in touch with Jason he was helping out 
cops on the case of local crazed murderers 

infected with some supervirus unleashed by 
climate change so, while pretty much everyone 
involved in that died and last we heard an 
infected body was on its way to the mainland, 
at least there's a chance the latest hostile threat 
is in experienced hands…

•••
Speaking of severe Svalbard viruses pla-

guing the outside world, (for anyone not com-
prised of our two regular readers, we noted just 
last week those first two words are an absurdly 
common transition in these rants), it turns out 
some Mediterranean fisherman are having 
“major problems with a subwater 

scavenger” known as – wait for it – vampire 
lice. But while those vital force feeders are 
newly haunting the fisherfolks of the Aegan 
Sea, a UNIS professor told The Official Local 
Paper of Bloodsuckers the creatures are quite 
common in Svalbard. Unlike their Transylvani-
an cousins, the shapeshifters of the seas strike 
at all hours regardless of the full moon and fis-
hermen are reporting their catch being scaven-
ged within three to four hours of being caught 
in the nets. That “other” paper noted vampire 
lice are carrion eaters between 0.5 and three 
centimeters in size, and “they enter their victim 

See WEIRDNESS, page 4

WEIRDNESS, from page 2
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WEIRDNESS, from page 3

Undercover spook (left): Since the guy proved he can walk a beat on Svalbard’s interplanetary twin, he’s getting assigned here to put drunks and 
international contract assassins in their place. His sh*t doesn’t stink – it sparkles (right): If you dare to disgree, feel free to tell its owner to his face.

CINCINNATI ZOO

through the mouth, the gills or the eyes and 
they are very efficient…”

•••
Speaking of parasites, the opening senten-

ce of this article says it all without any wanna-
be wittiness from us: "An Ohio zoo has be-
come the repository for the world's largest 
collection of polar bear poop as researchers 
work to create a pregnancy test to aid the 
survival of this threatened species." But wait, 
there's more: "Some poop mailed to (the resear-
chers) can be downright flashy. Zoos with mul-
tiple females sprinkle glitter and dye on the 
samples to help identify whose poop is whose." 
Somewhat more straightforward, scientist Erin 
Curry says researchers are comparing 
compounds in fecal matter from females that 
are pregnant with those that aren't in the hope 
of finding specific compounds that will help 
develop a pregnancy test. With all the various 
"vaults" out there getting mentions following 
the fame our very own (and very leaky) Doom-
sday Vault – including the recently opened data 
vault next door and one for mouse sperm in ou-
ter space – we're just glad we're not taking any 

more crap here than we already get. Not that 
the homeland of the poop preserve is short on 
all types of scat, including the comments sec-
tion of the article where Best of the Public 
proclaims are spouting such wisdom as "in the 
wild polar bears are doing what nature desig-
ned animals to do. They are finding a way to 
pass on their genes. They are mateing with 
brown bears and having cubs that can survive 
in warmer climates…"

•••
More seed vault-related weirdness: for 

whatever reason it’s the inspiration for a mo-
dernized version of the 1938 play “Life of Ga-
lileo,” with the new version featuring “a stran-
gely metaphorical yet surreal hi-tech bunker 
in which Galileo and company live and 
work.” The minds behind the modernization 
were motivated by such things as the federal 
government attempting to censor, misrepresent, 
and otherwise silence science more than 150 ti-
mes between January and August of 2018, 
mostly on climate change topics, according to 
the beginning of a review of the production by 
Broadway World. Galileo faced official repres-
sion in his time that became the focus of the 

original play, hence the feeling it was fitting 
for modern theater. The review declares the 
new version now playing at Columbia Univer-
sity “one for the ages:” “The juxtaposition of 
the sterile, mod white environs and period-ap-
propriate props like Galileo’s armillary sphere 
and ‘tube,’ tellingly work to contemporize 
(playright Bertolt) Brecht’s piece. In addition, 
(Set and Screen Designer Jim) Findlay’s ever-
effective screen projections, sometimes ethere-
al, sometimes confrontational, and very Brech-
tian (referring to the surname of the artistic di-
rector), enhance Benesch’s Orwellian interpre-
tation of the work.” Alas – like pretty much 
every study, campaign and whatnot – the play 
“doesn’t offer any definitive answers to the 
current problems facing champions of climate 
and environmental science, but rather leaves 
the audience with more troubling questions and 
perhaps a glimmer of hope that someday stupi-
dity may be defeated, and reason will prevail.” 
Call it the ultimate climate denalism…

•••
And to wrap things up (we know – those 

are the five best words written in this marathon 

YOU GOTTA BE KIDDING: Even more absurdly expanded 10-

Wanna read the 
"highlights" of 
Icepeople and other 
insane rants by its 
editor about Svalbard? 

Download the ebook for 
whatever donation you 
think it's worth at
tinyurl.com/y4lgbe3c 

20TH CENTURY FOX

See WEIRDNESS, page 5
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Spacey Invaders (left): Not to pile on to the “junk science” stockpile, but of all the alternative uses we’ve heard about the real use of the Doomsday 
Vault (zombie sanctuary city, mad-scientist global mind-control HQ, Space Force training center, etc.), the suggestion a bunker 130 meters inside a 
mountain its being used for astronomy by guy born in the 16th-century probably ranks somewhere in the lower tier of the credibility scale. Magnum 
oopsus (right): The composer's inspiration may be cool, but reviews from the inhabitants of this boorish backwater ice village are downright frosty.

PLAYMAKERS REPERTORY COMPANY

WEIRDNESS, from page 4
of madness so far) we present the classical – if 
not exactly classic – composition “Svalbard, 
Op. 70, Nr. 1” performed by what we’ll call 
the Eight And A Half Note Chiptune Ensem-
ble at the YouTube Symphonic Concert 
Hall. The “name” we’ve bestowed comes from 
the only “program” notes composer Teodor P. 
Peev choses to share of the video (“the last 
pitch is supposed to be an eight and a half 
note!”), which does at least show the score on 
the screen of his computer as that grand virtual 
conductor known as Sibelius conducts it. Our 
Enquiring Minds posted a comment asking 
very politely what the hell was in his mind/
soul/stimulant when he composed this and the 
Bulgarian composer quite kindly posted a de-
tailed response noting that, while he hasn’t 
been to Svalbard, “I always had a kind of fer-

vor for the North.” Among his list of reasons: 
lack of blinding sunlight (um, four months of 
midnight sun are just weeks away), there aren’t 
lethal bugs (oops…”‘Superbug genes’ posing 
bigger threat than climate change and war 
found in Svalbard”) and the “culture of Russia 
interlacing with the North” (yeah, Norwegians 
have been just thrilled about that lately). He 
also mentions “the possibility to play the piano 
blatantly without the risk of getting diverse 
warnings from my neighbors regarding this 
within the North.” We’re not exactly sure what 
that means, but it seems like the moment to 
bring up the Best of the Public reviews of the 
performance in response to our invitations for 
submissions on a local “praise and info” Face-
book page (always cheaper and quicker than 
hiring an actual stringer/staff). Among the opi-
nions: “sounds bloody terrible,” “it does sound 

terrible,” “too annoying for my taste,” “maybe 
he was thinking of ‘The Hall of the Mountain 
King’ and “any music played by a computer 
sounds wrong” (we disagree). And to offer a 
surprise ending twist to this long-ever rant by 
our in-house dungeon trolls, our Evil Overlord 
with his 20 years as a professional dissenting 
music critic opined on the opus and…doesn’t 
hate it. There’s a definite dark structure that de-
spite being highly discordant has the “piano” 
and “string” combo playing mostly over a con-
sistently repeating vamp or two, so at least it’s 
not an attempted con job of random human/
computer notes. In fact, it really isn’t all that 
“out there” – remove a few interludes of dense 
piles of pointless piano pounding and what it 
most reminds him of is the background music 
for the dungeon levels of the original Super 
Mario Brothers.

YOUTUBE SCREENSHOT
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Mary-Ann Dahle may sell 
Polarrigg due to cancer

Mary-Ann Dahle, the eccentric owner of 
the rustically renowned Mary-Ann’s Polar-
rigg during the past 20 years, is seriously ill 
with cancer and considering selling the busi-
ness, according to her daughter. “It is not 
quite certain, and it is mum who still decides 
this,” Iris Dahle Bjørkmann said. “She is 
strongly considering selling, but has not de-
cided completely.” Bjørkmann said she and 
her three siblings are not in a position to 
purchase and manage the lodge in Longyear-
byen, but an arrangement where they remain 
on the mainland might be considered. 

Walruses, nearly hunted to 
extinction, now 4,000 strong

Walruses in Svalbard, which were nearly 
hunted to extinction when they became a 
protected species in 1952, have rebounded 
strongly in number and the most recent count 
shows a population of about 4,000. “Espec-
ially in recent decades, the number of ani-
mals has grown strongly," said Kit Kovacs, a 
Norwegian Polar Institute researcher who 
has tracked the population since the 1990s.. 
In many places, researchers are seeing that 
the walrus is returning to the areas where 
their ancestors had resting places on the 
beaches. Also on the west coast of Svalbard, 
walruses are an increasingly common sight.”

Drunks 'swimming,' going 
barefoot in snow saved

Anders Olsen was walking his dog near 
the ski hill a week ago Sunday night when he 
came across an intoxicated man who “looked 
like he was swimming” by trying to crawl 
while lying in the snow. He gave the wrong 
address for his home to Olsen, who then cal-
led police to report the man also had bruises 
all over his face and said he came from a 
fight. The man was treated at Longyearbyen 
Hospital for treatment and Olsen received a 
message from police stating “you saved a 
life.” The incident occurred a day after anot-
her intoxicated man walking barefoot in the 
same area was "rescued" by an official.

What's up

Effective immediately due to snowmobilers intruding on bears, seals
Tempelfjorden traffic ban
By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

A ban on snowmobiles and other motor 
traffic in a popular travel area of Tempelfjorden 
is in effect immediately due to several recent 
incidents of wildlife being disrupted at a time 
when they are particularly vulnerable, The 
Governor of Svalbard announced this week.

“We have observed that a female polar 
bear with two cubs has been living in Tempel-
fjorden in recent weeks,” Morten Wedege, the 
governor’s environmental protection manager, 
said in a prepared statement. “In addition there 
are several other bears residing in the area.”

At the same time, there is a lot of traffic 
with snowmobiles and several unfortunate epi-
sodes involving snowmobiles on the fjord ice 
have been observed in recent days. We are now 
entering a particularly vulnerable period for 
ice-dependent species such as ring seals and 
polar bears. The seals are giving birth to their 
pups on the ice, and during a short period the 
bear will eat and put on as much as possible to 
get ready for many months with little food.”

The ban will be in effect until further no-
tice, but no later than June 1.

A ban in Tempelfjorden and two other po-
pular travel areas was proposed by the governor 

SYSSELMANNEN
A map shows the boundary where the inner portion of Tempelfjorden is closed to motor traffic.

in February, effective March 1, due to nu-
merous disruptive incidents last year that re-
sulted in a ban in the areas. The other two loca-
tions are at Billefjorden and Rindersbukta

The restrictions now in effect at Tempel-
fjorden are in line with the initial proposal, 
which prohibits motor traffic within a zone de-
fined by a boundary between Kapp Schoultz 
and Kapp Murdoch (see map above).

“Outside this line you can cross the fjord 
along the shortest navigable route,” the 
governor’s statement notes.

“When crossing, staying or stopping is not 
permitted except for safety reasons or technical 
problems.”
There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

Weather forecast for Longyearbyen
Wednesday

Snow. E winds to 62 km/h. High 
-1C (-10C wind chill), low -9C 
(-20C wind chill).

Sunrise: 5:54a; sunset: 6:19p

Thursday
Snow. S winds to 22 km/h. High 
-5C (-11C wind chill), low -9C 
(-13C wind chill).

Sunrise: 5:46a; sunset: 6:27p

Friday
Snow. W winds to 22 km/h. 
High -5C (-10C wind chill), low 
-8C (-16C wind chill).

Sunrise: 5:38a; sunset: 6:34p

Saturday
Partly cloudy. Variable winds to 
22 km/h. High -8C (-15C wind 
chill), low -8C (-16C wind chill).

Sunrise: 5:30a; sunset: 6:41p
Extended forecast: Sunday, p. cloudy, -9C (-15C), -13C (-20C), light 13:27h; Monday, p. cloudy, -13C (-20C), -14C (-21C), light 
13:42h; Tuesday, cloudy, -12C (-18C), -13C (-20C), light 13:58h; Wednesday, cloudy, -7C (-13C), -12C (-19C), light 14:13h;

Data provided by yr.no

An annual open weekend at the Fredheim 
trapping station at the entrance to Temple-
fjorden was cancelled last weekend due to 
the presence of multiple polar bears, inclu-
ding a mother and two cubs, in the vicinity 
of the historic hut at the entrance to Temple-
fjorden, according to The Governor of Sval-
bard. It may take place later this spring.

Fredheim weekend nixed
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There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

'Secure' ship?
The Northguider trawler, left, lies at a heavy angle more than two months after taking on water in late December in the northernmost part of Svalbard. 
At right, a worker observes heavy icing on deck the Northguider as the Norwegian Coast Guard’s Svalbard vessel serves as a base for operations.

Coast Guard gains ‘new knowledge’ about Arctic operations protecting stranded trawler until summer 

NORWEGIAN COAST GUARD

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

 A shrimp trawler that put its 14 crew 
members in fear of their lives when it partially 
sank in the northernmost part of Svalbard in 
late December is offering gruelling, but inva-
luable and unprecedented knowledge to the 
emergency officials from several agencies in-
volved in rescuing the crew and the subsequent 
months of salvage operations in the harsh win-
ter environment, according to a report issued 
following the latest operation earlier this month.

Efforts to secure the Northguider in a strait 
at Hinlopenstredet, in protected nature reserve 
area between Spitsbergen and  Nordaustlandet, 
until it can removed this summer were success-
fully completed and “given us new knowledge 
about operations in such remote, dark and cold 
areas,” Rune Bergstrøm, operations manager 
for the Emergency Planning Department at the 
Coastal Administration, said in a prepared 
statement detailing the operation.

“No similar operations have been carried 
out in such demanding waters before that we 
know of,” he said. “The path that we’re 
walking on and the cold climate means we are 
constantly facing new challenges. During the 
last cruise the crew experienced an effective 
temperature of down to minus 43 degrees (Cel-
suis),” he said.

Fourteen crew members aboard the trawler 
were stranded after it was disabled and ground-
ed on an icy shore with a list of about 15 degre-
es due to water leaking into the engine room. 
An investigation into the incident was com-

pleted in early February by The Governor of 
Svalbard has been sent to the Norwegian Mari-
time Directorate for follow-up, but details of 
the cause have not yet been publicly disclosed.

Rescuers using both of The Governor of 
Svalbard’s helicopters removed the crew mem-
bers from the ship a few hours after their dis-
tress call in the total darkness of polar winter, 
with wind and snow complicating efforts. Simi-
lar problems delayed and complicated the rem-
oval of fuel and other hazardous materials a 
couple of weeks later.

The most recent operation by officials from 
the Norwegian Coast Guard and others focused 
on preventing further damage to the trawler and 
environment until it can be safely removed. 
Workers removed additional waste and potenti-
ally polluting equipment from the ship, but a 
more extensive operation was rejected due to 
the conditions, Bergstrøm said.

“We originally considered starting the rem-
oval of the wreckage during this period, but af-

ter a thorough assessment of the safety invol-
ving emergency personnel and the challenging 
climatic conditions at this time of the year it 
was decided that the wreckage should be rem-
oved in August,” he said. “The unstable weat-
her we experienced during this operation shows 
that the assessment was correct. A salvage ope-
ration during this period could have been very 
challenging and risky, and the probability is 
great that the operation would had been inter-
rupted along the way.”

Crew members installed three different 
systems with positioning equipment on the ship 
to be able to keep track of any movements. The 
sensors can also be used in the event of a 
“worst-case scenario” where the vessel moves/
sinks from its current location and needs to be 
found. Measures have also been taken making 
it easier to recover the vessel in such a scenario.

The company that owns the ship and its in-
surer are working on the salvage plan in coope-
ration with the Norwegian Coastal Administra-
tion, and are responsible for the salvage opera-
tion when it happens in August.

The incident is adding fuel to debate about 
Svalbard’s emergency preparedness due to inci-
dents in recent years including two major ava-
lanches in Longyearbyen and a helicopter crash 
near Barentsburg that killed eight people. Sval-
bard’s remoteness means help from the main-
land can take a day or more to arrive, a problem 
magnified when conditions make operations 
using resources here risky or impossible.

NORWEGIAN COAST GUARD
Poor weather impairs visibility and salvage efforts 
for the Northguider to limit environmental damage,
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A crusader lost 
Sarah Auffret accompanies a ship loaded with trash from a coastalcleanup during the summer of 2018 as the leader of a campaign to reduce plastics 
use and remove litter from Arctic areas including Svalbard, where she also worked as an expedition guide. She was travelling from Longyearbyen to 
Nairobi for a United Nations environmental conference when she was among the 157 people killed March 10 in an Ethiopian Airlines crash.

Sarah Auffret, leader of Clean Up Svalbard campaign, among 157 killed in Ethiopian Airlines crash 

AECO

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

A British woman leading a large-scale 
campaign to reduce waste and clear trash from 
coastlines in Svalbard – where she was working 
only a few days ago – was among the 157 pe-
ople killed when Ethiopian Airlines Flight ET 
302 crashed earlier this month, according to of-
ficials.

Sarah Auffret, a polar guide and expedition 
leader on cruises in Svalbard and elsewhere in 
the Arctic, was traveing to Nairobi to discuss 
efforts to reduce ocean pollution at a United 
Nations Environment Assembly meeting this 
week, according to the Association of Arctic 
Expedition Cruise Operators (AECO), where 
she worked based from its Tromsø office since 
May of 2018 as the leader of its Clean Seas 
Project. The campaign over the past year has 
included efforts such as getting a large number 
of cruise lines to eliminate single-use plastics  
and vastly expand passenger-involved shore 
cleanups during voyages.

Prior to her trip to Africa, Auffret working 
on an awareness campaign in Scandinavia.

“I have been travelling across Scandinavia See AUFFRET, page 10

with ‘Chewy,’ a container chewed and scratch-
ed by a polar bear on the coast of Franzøya, 
Svalbard,” she said in a recent interview with 
the alumni office of the University of 
Plymouth, where she graduated in 2007. “It 
was picked up by the Norwegian Coast Guard 
during a clean up last summer and has become 
a mascot for Clean Up Svalbard. It was named 
by the community of Longyearbyen and will 
continue travelling to raise awareness.”

Reaction from dozens of tourism officials 
and others in Svalbard and elsewhere was swift 
and laudatory.

“The loss of Sarah is heartbreaking to the 
whole expedition cruise community and in par-
ticular to AECO where she was very well re-
spected and did a terrific job keeping us all fo-
cused on the organization’s most important ob-
jective; safeguarding the environment where 
we operate,” wrote Jorn Henriksen, a Tromsø 
resident and director of expedition operations 
for Viking Cruises, in a message on AECO’s 
Facebook page. “I had the pleasure of meeting 
Sarah in Longyearbyen just a few days ago. 
She told me about life in Tromsø – she was 

QUARK EXPEDITIONS
Sarah Auffret participates in a cleanup by cruise 
ship passengers during the summer of 2018. She 
was the lesder of projects for both Svalbard the 
the Arctic until her death in a plane crash.
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looking ahead and seemed very happy with 
being a part of the wonderful AECO family.”

Auffret was one of at least 22 people wor-
king for United Nations-affiliated agencies abo-
ard the Kenya-bound flight, a route nicknamed 
the “U.N. shuttle” because of how often United 
Nations staff members take it, according to The 
New York Times. Flags at United Nations 
offices are flying at half-mast on Monday to 
honor the victims.

Auffret grew up in the UK town of Britta-
ny and has lived in Australia, Germany, Argen-
tina, Japan, Norway and Port Lockroy on the 
Antarctic Peninsula. After graduation she 
joined the Japan Exchange and Teaching (JET) 
Programme, which focuses on internationaliza-
tion initiatives and foreign language education. 
She was assigned to Naruto High School in Ja-
pan because of the town’s twinning with Lüne-
burg, Germany, assisting German exchange 
students and teaching introductory German 
classes for Japanese students.

A longtime interest in environmental issues 
led to her initiating a coastal cleanup movement 
in Naruto in 2010.

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

Such cleanups in Svalbard have grown sig-
nificantly in number and profile in recent years 
among both environmental and tourism entities. 
AECO members have participated in various 
Arctic cleanup projects for nearly two decades, 
according to the organization, but the Clean 
Seas Project and Clean Up Svalbard projects 
that took full effect beginning in 2018 was a 
major expansion of the funding and number of 
member efforts.

“We know that at least 127 cleanups were 
completed by expedition cruise ships this sum-
mer, often in remote coastal areas where they 
can make a big difference,” Auffret said at the 
end of last summer, during which she participa-
ted in multiple cleanups.

She was scheduled to discuss the Clean 
Seas Project at the UN conference.

“We are shocked and heartbroken to learn 
that our colleague and dear friend, Sarah 
Auffret, was on the Ethiopian Airlines flight 
ET0302 which crashed soon after takeoff from 
Addis Ababa Sunday morning, with no survi-
vors,” a press release issued the day after the 
crash by AECO stated. “Words cannot describe 
the sorrow and despair we feel. We have lost a 

true friend and beloved colleague. Our hearts 
and thoughts go to Sarah’s family, friends and 
colleagues at this time of terrible loss.”

The crash minutes after takeoff was the 
second by a Boeing 737 Max 8 passenger jets 
in less than five months where all aboard were 
killed. After a Lion Air flight crashed into the 
sea near Indonesia with nearly 190 last 
October, investigators said the pilots appeared 
to struggle with an automated system designed 
to keep the plane from stalling – a new feature 
of the Boeing 737 Max. Boeing is now under 
intense scrutiny and the jets have been ground-
ed worldwide until further notice.

Norwegian Air uses the MAx jets as part of 
its regular fleet, but none have been listed regu-
larly as providing service to Longyearbyen.

A volunteer memoiral cleanup for intere-
sted participants worldwide is being organized 
by supporters on Auffret's birthday of June 16. 
Details are at tinyurl.com/y44bqq73. A Go-
FundMe memorial in her name inteded to pro-
mote environmental stewardship has also been 
established at tinyurl.com/y6lxa5cr.

Activist rapidly grew effort to shrink waste
AUFFRET, from page 9

Sarah Auffret, left, holds "Chewey," a plastic container chewed and scratched by a polar bear in Svalbard now used as a prop for a clean shores 
campaign by The Association of Arctic Expedition Cruise Operators (AECO). She and AECO Executive Director Frigg Jørgensen, right, were at The 
University Centre in Svalbard in November for a presentation of the campaign.

HURTIGRUTEN SVALBARD
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Trym, Trim, 
Trym Aunevik views his finishing time after completeing one of his first swimming races at the Special Olympic World Games in Abu Dhabi this month.

Three-time national gold medalist swimmer Trym Aunevik, 17, takes lifetime of overcoming Down’s 

TERJE AUNEVIK

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

 Trym Aunevik, 17, can fire the rifles local 
teachers carry at recess in case of polar bears, 
but isn’t allowed to attend school because the-
re’s no program for someone with Down’s Syn-
drome. But the lessons of a lifetime of challen-
ges and endurance are  reaping unprecedented 
rewards for him – and family and supporters at 
his side since birth – as the three-time national 
champion swimmer is achieving new heights of 
victory this week at the Special Olympic World 
Games in Abu Dhabi.

Born with mental and physical impair-
ments seemingly incompatible with the ability 
to grow up in the world’s northernmost town, 
where merely walking to school in a blizzard is 
potentially fatal for those ill-equipped, Trym is 
believed to be the first special needs child to do 
so. Now working in his mom’s cafe instead of 
sitting in classrooms, his leisure time is domi-
nated by a variety of indoor and outdoor sports 
that defy his inherent inability to develop mus-
cle tone, including the swimming he started at 
two months of age that is earning global 
acclaim after a year of extra-intense training See OLYMPIAN, page 12

SPECIAL OLYMPICS NORWAY
Trym Aunvik competes in one of his three swimming meets during the Special Olympic World Games.
following his selection for the Games.

“Trym set a personal record by a full 11 
seconds on the 100-meter butterfly and almost 
four seconds in the 200-meter freestyle,” the 
Norwegian Swimming Federation Association 

announced on its Facebook page after Trym 
completed his first two events Sunday, noting 
his next events are Tuesday. “With those he fi-
nished in fourth- and fifth-place.”

Trym again
Syndrome to new heights with personal bests at Special Olympic World Games in Abu Dhabi
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'No way we can go back to Longyearbyen'
OLYMPIAN, from page 11

Trym Aunevik, left, bushes butter on cinnamon buns at Freune, the cafe owned by his mother where he works since he cannot attend high school locally 
because it can't accomodate his disability. At right, Trym enjoys a trip to the beach during a summer holiday at his family’s second home in Thailand.

TOVE BEATE EIDE

Those finishes don’t necessarily mean 
Trym finished in the top five among all swim-
ming at the Games, where 7,000 athletes from 
170 countries are gathered. As with everything 
else in his life, it requires a little extra explana-
tion.

When Trym’s parents learned shortly after 
his birth he had Down’s Syndrome there was a 
devastating sense of failure and presumption 
their adventurous new life in Longyearbyen 
was over since it was isolated far from his ne-
eds. Because of Svalbard’s stringent rules, his 
mother Tove Beate Eide had to go to the main-
land shortly before her due date to give birth in 
a hospital there with proper maternity facilities. 
She feared there would be no return trip for the 
family.

“I said ‘there’s no way we can come back 
to Longyearbyen,'” she said while accompany-
ing Trym to one of his final training sessions 
before he departed for the Games.

But return they did, with overwhelming 
doubts that were fed by years of early struggle 
and further perceptions of failure.

“I must admit the first year – I would not 
say it was a black hole – but it really twisted 
your mind because there was an expectation 
that was not fulfilled,” said Trym’s father, Ter-
je Aunevik.

From the start, however, the unique chal-
lenges of living in Longyearbyen were also 
accompanied by friends and other community 
members offering support official policies 

could not – and, Terje said, a life education un-
like any other possible in a small town.

“It’s a good side of the Longyearbyen 

society because this never would have been 
possible without the people around him,” he 
said. There’s also a freedom being able to do 
things such as walk everywhere since in a big 
city “for him to adopt to things like train sche-
dules is really difficult there.”

Trym’s parents fought their doubts by try-
ing to provide a normal upbringing as best they 
could, including the first of now-countless trips 
to the public swimming pool with other new 
parents shortly after returning home.

“We took him from when he was two mon-
ths old to baby swim,” Tove said.

Friends also took him to those sessions 
when his parent couldn’t, as well as taking on 
the challenges involved with raising him begin-
ning in those first few months. Among them 
was Lisbeth Eilertsen, a teacher who at the time 
was working in the kindergarten (which in 
Longyearbyen accepts infants as well as pre-
schoolers) who was won over by stubbornness, 
including a persona of never giving up.

“Working in the kindergarten I said ‘I want 
him – nobody else,'” she said while sitting with 
Trym in the library during one of his quieter 
moments before the Games.

But being a kindergartener in Longyear-
byen means a lot more than swing sets and 
sandboxes (they have their own reindeer hun-
ting quota, after all), and so it was with Trym 
thanks to people like Eilertsen.

“She has the patience I don’t,” his father 
said. “She the first able to get him on skis. That 

MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE

See OLYMPIAN, page 13

SPECIAL OLYMPICS NORWAY
Trym Aunevik shows the medals he won during 
Norway's Landsstevnet swimming competition in 
2018 that earned him a trip to the World games.



Family shares journey from 'failure' to fame
OLYMPIAN, from page 12

Trym Aunevik’s sister, Vår, offers suggestions for her younger brother’s diving form during one of countless training sessions with him over the years.
MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE

was really quite amazing.”
Trym swam in his first meet at the age of 

seven and “you could really seem him fire up,” 
Terje said. That led to years of increasingly 
competitive efforts culminating three gold, two 
silver and one bronze finish at the national 
Landsstevnet swimming competitions in Gjøvik 
during the fall of 2018 that earned him a trip to 
the World Games.

Standing near Trym during much of the re-
cent training session before he departed, as with 
so many others over the years, was his younger 
sister Vår to supervise his technique. Standing 
on the starting block time and again, he care-
fully under guidance made the incredibly preci-
se adjustments in stance befitting a national 
champion swimmer, very much as he has in 
countless other aspects of his life ranging from 
icing cinnamon rolls at his mother’s cafe to 
shooting at the rifle range.

Trym, in an interview shortly before de-
parting for Abu Dhabi, said his focus preparing 
for the Games has been on “doing the right 
things when diving, turning and swimming.”

“I’m training more,” he said. “I swim four 
times a week, do circular training once a week 
and football once a week.”

Even a proper world-class training diet – 
an implausible thought when he, like many 
with his impairment, was interested in eating 
little more than bread – is an acquired skill. 

Trym, at 172 centimeters tall and just shy of 60 
kilograms, said he’s currently building strength 
with pasta, pancakes, cheese, smoothies and 
chocolate (and, yes, plenty of bread).

Trym is one of four Norwegian swimmers 
competing in the Games but, much like he is a 
unique and fascinating presence in Longyear-
byen, he is also likely to be one in a social and 
physical climate that’s the polar opposite of his 
hometown.

“I think people may ask about polar bears,” 
he said. As he tells peers at other meets, “the 
bears are not in the city, but in the valley.”

Traveling far to a strange land where tem-
peratures may be nearly 60C warmer than back 
home doesn’t bother him since he travels with 
most of his family to their second home in 
Thailand every summer. As for expectations, he 
has ambitions but they aren’t foremost on his 
mind.

"I think maybe first place or second place 
and I’m looking forward to swimming with pe-
ople from the rest of the world,” he said. “It’s 
also OK not to win. It’s the experience of going 
to Abu Dhabi and being able to swim.”

Trym attempt to win medals will be in a 
sense against other swimmers at the Games, as 
he will be placed in a competition class based 
on his assessed skills. But during the events 
themselves medal rankings are based on levels 
set by times completed, not how he finishes 
among all the competitors.

“It will be really interesting to see what le-
vel he is at internationally,” his father Terje 
said.

Terje has, of course, been as tireless in his 
encouragement as he hopes his son proves to be 
during the Games, but is still able to assess the 
teen’s strengths and weaknesses objectively.

“He has a unique technique and is very 
strong,” Terje said, adding there’s still room for 
improvement with the latter. “He moves very 
efficiently in water. You can see it when he 
does the butterfly or the crawl. He’s not only 
using power, he’s very smooth.”

As for his son’s biggest challenge to over-
come?

“It’s still really challenging going the last 
mile,” he said. “He hates to be exhausted.”

Trym also recognizes he’s likely to fare 
better in some events, including the butterfly 
and freestyle events Sunday, than others.

“It’s difficult to swim on my backside,” he 
said.

What’s given him the endurance to keep 
swimming, not just during an individual event, 
but for so many years when succumbing to his 
genetic weaknesses would be so much easier?

“I enjoy swimming because I’m good at it, 
and I like people watching me and cheering me 
on,” Trym said.

There’s been no shortage of people rooting 
for him back home in sports and real life, even 
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See OLYMPIAN, page 14



when circumstances revive the feelings of failu-
re his parents felt during those early years. Last 
year as he was earning a spot on the world sta-
ge, he was denied one at Longyearbyen School 
because there aren’t teachers able to provide 
what is considered an officially acceptable high 
school education due to the limited social sup-
port resources the Norwegian government pro-
vides Svalbard.

The setback again had his parents con-
templating moving to the mainland, which now 
would mean giving up his mother’s highly-
successful cafe and his father’s standing as 
head of the Svalbard Businesses Association 
(plus his plans to run for mayor in this fall’s 
election). But it was the personal losses and be-
lief that Trym shouldn’t be denied a chance for 
a life here that were painful – and prompted his 
parents to dig in yet again with the persistence 
their son has shown in the pool.

“I’m convinced that it’s really possible for 
him to make a contribution to society,” his fat-
her said. “I believe he can learn anything. Even 
we underestimated him. We were really sur-
prised at what he can learn, even now at Fruene 
where he’s now even learning things like the 
register.”

Trym began working at the cafe in somet-
hing of a work-study arrangement last fall, be-
ginning with simpler duties such as bussing dis-
hes and gradually expanding to where he can 
now do most of the same duties as his co-wor-

kers.
“It’s all about repetition,” Terje said. “With 

others you may only repeat it five times. With 
Trym maybe you have to repeat it 300 times and 
that’s just the beginning.”

Terje said his son is on a “four-year plan 
where he can get a paper saying he’s almost a 
chef,” although when it comes to what Trym ac-
tually wants to do with his life is an open book.

“It depends on what’s on television,” Terje 
said. “If it’s about police then he wants to do so-
mething with the police like any other kid.”

Trym said he misses experiencing high 
school with his peers and would like to be in the 
company of others like him on a regular basis, 
but plenty is happening now to keep him 
fulfilled.

“It’s OK to work at Fruene,” he said. “I meet 
my friends, sometimes at Fruene and sometimes 
at the swimming pool. I would like to be with ot-
her people with Down’s Syndrome. But I have a 
good life in Longyearbyen.”

Instead of socializing with peers in the class-
room during the day, he chats about sports with 
the coal miners and other regulars who gather at 
the cafe each morning. But he hangs out during 
evenings and weekends with his longtime 
friends, who also threw him a surprise birthday 
party at the school he can no longer attend last 
year.

“I honestly think he’s a happy guy,” Terje 
said. “He enjoys his friends and he enjoys his 
life, even if it’s not friends in the traditional 

way.”
Besides swimming, football and skiing, 

Trym is also active in hockey, climbing and 
exploring (with others since “we get those 
weird times when he starts exploring places 
he’s not supposed to,” as his father puts it). 
Terje said his son has also shown a remarkable 
energy recently for dancing.

“He actually did that on his own,” Terje 
said. “He started to train like crazy on those 
dance routines. That is one of the things he can 
do for a long time without getting exhausted. 
He is really strong when it comes to balance 
and body control.”

Terje first came to Svalbard as a dog mus-
her in 1998 before becoming manger director 
of Pole Position Logistics and Tove started Fru-
ene in 2004, and their early sense of failure and 
fear of losing those now longtime occupations 
has given way to the glory experienced by few 
parents who can call a child a world-class athle-
te. But Terje said raising Trym is also offering 
a different type of exotic reward, comparing it 
to an analogy he heard about a traveler who 
boards a flight he thinks is headed to Hawaii 
only to find himself in Budapest.

“But after a while you realize Budapest is a 
remarkable place to be,” Terje said.

“I honestly believe Trym has changed the 
view I have on life in a positive way,” he said. 
“I would say Trym has made me more open 
that the world is more than the rational and we 
all have needs.”
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OLYMPIAN, from page 13

'I have a good life in Longyearbyen'
Trym Aunevik greets customers at Fruene, where talking about sports with coal miners and others regulars is taking the place of socializing with peers.

MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE
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Two-timing sun
Several hundred locals and visitors gathered around a set of wooden steps cheer as the sun shines on the steps to end the four-month-long polar night.

One of its most spectacular Solfestuka appearances ever – one day after its first actual appearance

MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

Not that any of the hundreds of people 
cared as the sun made a glorious appearance 
over the southern mountains under a cloudless 
sky at about 12:50 p.m. during the annual re-
turn-of-the-sun festival March 8 on the old hos-
pital steps near Svalbard Church.

“The sun is back in Longyearbyen!” came 
the emcee’s shout as the crowd roared and, yes, 
that much is true enough. It was also one of the 
most spectacular sunrises among the decades of 
celebrations, which often are partially or com-
pletely obscured by clouds, as only the mildest 
of breezes added to the minus 18 degrees Celsi-
us chill.

But contrary to the annual proclamations in 
everything from local Tweets to global headli-
nes, it wasn’t for the first time this year on 
those ceremonial stairs as the first rays of light 
actually touched them briefly exactly 24 hours 
earlier.

“I was really bewildered, not expecting it,” 
Marion Prudhon, a guide and occasional staff 
writer for Icepeople, wrote in an e-mail. She 
was on a tour with Birgit Edgeworth of Austrai-
lia, when they visited the stairs from the hospi-
tal that was destroyed in World War II on the 
day before the ceremony.

“I came here last year to the North Pole, 
and I heard about the stairs and the sun coming See SUNLIGHT, page 16

MARION PRUDHON
Birgit Edgeworth, a visitor from Australia, sees the sun shine on the old hospital steps one day 
ahead of the “official” first day of the sun returning to the main part of Longyearbyen. 
back on March 8, so I wanted to come back this 
year and see it,” Edgeworth said. Alas, she was 
going on a trip outside of town on Friday, but 
nonetheless got to enjoy “dozens of seconds” in 
the light at the famous spot.

“I don’t want to speak too much about it, 
but this is fantastic – this was my goal and I 
saw it,” she said.

Such “off-date” appearances happen from 
time to time due to leap year, tiny shifts in the 
sun’s long-term cycle and so on. Besides, most 
folks already know Longyearbyen’s first offici-
al sunrise was Feb. 16 and plenty of them ven-
tured beyond the mountains keeping the town 
in shadow to feel the first rays and share photos 
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Sun beckons twice; crowd way more than that
SUNLIGHT, from page 15

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

Youths in heavy clothing and sun costumes, left, sit near the wooden stairs from a church destroyed in World war II that are center stage for the 
Solfestuka celebration. At right, Polargospel performs one of its traditional return-of-the-sun songs on the steps during the midday celebration.

MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE

MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE
Ingeborg Andersen, a fifth-grade student, explains 
what inspired the sun she draw that won the 
annual contest among local youths for the official 
Solfestuka logo during the sunrise ceremony. 

of them with the world before the ceremonial 
date.

So the light and warmth of the ceremony – 
the highlight of the weeklong Solfestuka festi-
val that is Longyearbyen’s most-popuar annual 
event –are as much about the community as ac-
tually getting to see the sun. As always, the 20-
minute gathering was dominated by the child-
ren’s music group Polargospel, which spent 
most of their time on the steps singing several 
traditional sun songs and then helping lead the 
crowd in the chant to coax the sun to peer over 
the horizon (which in English translates to 
“Sun, sun come again! The sun is our best fri-
end!” – but rest assured the cadence and rhyme 
is vastly superior in Norwegian).

First, however, another annual ritual took 
place as Ingeborg Andersen, 11, a fifth-grade 
student, was presented with a framed copy of 
the sun she drew that was selected as the offici-
al Solfestuka logo in a competition among local 
students. Also in typical fashion, she was so-

mewhat  brief when answering questions about 
what inspired her drawing and what the sun’s 
return means to her, also she didn’t shy away 
from noting she really wished she could have 
included red in the design, but the rules limited 
her to four colors.

Then it was time for the annual chant and, 

if the crowd missed the early first appearance, 
at least the spirit of seeking an early arrival pre-
vailed as the shouts began a good seven minu-
tes before the edge of the solar orb appeared, 
resulting in a few short interludes while eve-
ryone gave their vocal cords a rest.

But appear it did to rousing applause, after 
which a good portion of the crowd departed for 
warmer spaces and/or to get back to work after 
what subjectively might be considered one of 
the best TGIF lunch breaks possible anywhere 
on Earth. Others stayed for the traditional post-
ceremony “sun buns” and food/drinks nearby at 
Svalbard Church.

The festival’s youth-oriented focus will 
continue with a party for students at the Long-
yearbyen Youth Club and an afternoon of out-
door recreation/music/food at the just-opened 
ski hill near the center of town starting at 1 p.m. 
March 9. There will also be concerts starting at 
7 p.m. at Kulturhuset.

Revisit every  
Icepeople since 
the first issue

icepeople.net/pdf
(except for some recent ones we're catching up on)
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An ensemble cast of northern lights illuminate the stage at Huset for 
the 25th performance of an annual revue satirizing the happens of the 
past year with skits and songs. Performing more than 30 pieces – 
mostly new, with a few trips back into the past quarter-century, the 
lineup of long-time regulars featured a glowing sales pitch (cough) to 
the many books written by a recently departed longtime priest, a visit to 
the set of a reality (cough) TV series featuring Longyearbyen's last coal 
miners, a polar bear paying a visit to humanfolk express his esctasy 
(cough) at becoming a viral video porn star and more. Alas for those 
reading this, the title of the show performed the first weekend of 
Solfestuka – "25 År og Kull Verdt" – can't be properly translated into 
English. All photos by Mark Sabbatini / Icepeople.

25and we're 
so chill 



Behold – our first-ever centerfold!

PLAYMATE
DATA 
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We're 10. Whoopie

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

Banner moments: It seems fair to call Icepeople a disastrous newspaper since its landmark 
moments during the past decade are 1) reporting major disasters, 2) suffering major disasters and 3) 
being exposed as a major disaster. Remarkably, the worst of all three happened within a few months.

Extra-extra-extra absurd 10-year anniversary issue

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

 So this is our big blowout 10-year anniver-
sary fishwrapper, such as it is.

Proper decorum and business sense sug-
gests some kind of self-congratulatory intro-
duction touting our many pri-
celess contributions and high-
lights as The Coolest Newspa-
per on Earth. So consider that 
done.

As for what's actually in 
this week's issue, it's mostly 
just more of everything happe-
ning here that's made Svalbard 
such an endlessly amazing 
place that we've been more 
than willing to panhandle for 
change on sidewalks (and out-
side the port-a-potties set up 
for cruise tourists every sum-
mer since, after all, we're also 
The Coolest Bathroom Reader 
on Earth), wash cars and occa-
sionally break bones to reap 
donations out of pity. 

The only retrospective stuff is 1) a reprint 
of the first-ever issue so readers can assess for 
themselves what the fishwrapper has evolved 
into over a decade (and allows me to share just 
a few of the many ways it now makes me crin-
ge) and 2) a roundup of the "top 10" stories by 
year so people can see the striking ways Sval-
bard is a different place than a decade ago whi-
le somehow many of the day-to-day headlines 
remained consistent (and the "strangest stories" 
of course means sharing of the moments that 
made me loud/cringe/swear aloud during the 
daily hunt for news).

 Of course, some people will argue the fis-

Wow, does our first-ever issue suck.
"What the hell was I thinking" is a 

question suitable for just about everything 
ever done with this fishwrapper, including 
the idea of it in the first place.

Still, instead of pontificating about 
how far I've not come in a decade I'm doing 
the journalism decree of "show, don't tell" 
by republishign the first-ever issue as a pul-
lout centerfold so you relive it in all its ba-
throom-reader glory.

I was tempted to mark it up with all the 
things that drive me nuts now, but intead I 
figured a few tidbits here will offer some 
clues into the look/process of finishing a 
fishwrapper, a fair amount of which sur-
vives to this day in spite of itself:

• The name Icepeople and website 
icepeople.net were a quick first preference, 
but I had to make sure it was cool with 
(eek) my ex-wife. She came up with the 
name when I started our personal website 
in 2001 just before we departeded for An-
tarctica for the first of two years editing a 
newspaper at the U.S. research stations.

• Comic Sans banner and polar clip art: 
The font wasn't "eeesh, don't do this" gache 
a decade ago and the bear was a freebie hol-
ding a sign that I whittled down to a pencil. 

• The first issue is always the one you 
spend the most time on and looks the 
worst, and this is obviouly no exception. 

• Eesh, what a terrible main photo. 
Ideally there should be dominent action 
with obvious relevance to the story. Here 
the vault could be mistaken for any buil-
ding and the people are tiny blobs because I 
opted for a generic landscape shot (and the 
inside-the-vault pic on page 3 with an ano-
nymous guy walking away from me and no 
identifiable seeds…don't get me started).

• Look at the second paragraph of the 
Solfestuka story – holy forced justification 
Batman! It took several issues before I dis-
covered my desktop publisher had a "hyp-
hane text" toggler.

• The Svalbardposten briefs box may 
be one of the ten ugliest excretion of layout 
ever published in print.

• I despise writing about myself, espec-
ially in space meant for news, but didn't 
feel I had much choice for the first issue. 
I'd been here five months and a lot of peop-
le who wondering who the freaky guy sit-
ting at Fruene with no apparent job was (as 
if that's changed a lot in ten years).

It'd be stupid to congratulate ourselves, so maybe this is about sex
hwrapper – and I in particular – have at times 
been a legitimate news item due to various bits 
of frama that have posed an existential threat to 
the paper. I suppose, but Google will allow 
anyone actually wanting to relive that plenty of 
articles and such as fodder.

Still, if I'm going to mention 
one name in those typical "too 
many to thank, but here's a bunch" 
lists, it of course has to be Anne 
Lise Klungseth Sandvik who on 
multiple occasions has rallied her 
sizeable crowd of like-minded 
good Samaritans to rescue me 
(when I lost everything at Gamle 
Sykehuset, when I was forced from 
an avalanche zone apartment a 
year later, twice when I was hospi-
talized in Tromsø with broken bo-
nes, etc.). If I'm going to mention 
two, it's Rishi Gokhale, 11, who 
last fall started a GoFundMe that 
raised tens of thousands of kroner 
right as I was literally packing and 
asking if anyone here wanted to 

take over payments to the fishwrapper's web 
host so the existing content would survive.

I've been asked numerous times where I 
see the fishwrapper and Svalbard ten years 
from now – and given what's changed for both 
in ten years the question always leaves me 
looking more befuddled than usual. Thinking 
ten days into the future is a stretch, both for sa-
nity's sake (bad) and because there's usually so 
much happening I can write about on a given 
day all I know is if I'll still be in this endless 
stressful limbo tomorrow life that's enough.

BTW, it turns out this wasn't about sex. 
But you read this to the end so the teaser wor-
ked.

Cover girl: There's no chance 
she wasn't getting her picture 
somewhere in the memory 
musings of this issue.
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END TIMES
They usually seem to be about coal, bears, disasters and doomsday, but the climate is always changing
By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

While it's supposed to be a conventional 
top-10 list, one great thing about being our own 
boss means having the flexibility to declare it a 
top-11 list one year when we accidentally in-
cluded one too many and a top-12 list when we 
didn't want to whittle it down further. Alas,it 
also means that for posterity our first-year list is 
only a top-five since we're unable to find any-
thing in our print or online archives showing 
we published anything beyond that. So ending 
this introduction on that lame note, here's The 
Way It Was during each of the past ten years: 

2009 (we only dialed things up to 5)
Hot debate, icy economy in '09

We're officially a bunch of fun-loving peo- 
ple, according to the government, a good thing 
since overall it was a pretty crummy year.

The economy tanked, taking coal mining 
and tourism with it. A lot of noise was made 
about climate change being most severe here, 
but not much actually doing anything about it 
resulted. Almost nothing seemed to go right for 
the Russians.

In some ways, what didn't happen was the 
best news in Svalbard for 2009. The Norwe- 
gian government didn't make startling changes 
in the area's long-term strategic plan, ensuring 
mining will remain the dominant industry. A 
major shipwreck spilled oil in one of the 

See TOP, page 24
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STRANGE TIMESSTRANGE TIMES
By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

This, of course, is where our real listicle 
lust lies.

Everyone does top-10 lists at the end of 
the year, but in Svalbard the never-ending de-
limma is when the news is so utterly bizarre it 
deserves merit above stories of real substance 
(even though obviously there's plenty in the 
"real" top 10 with both). So it was all too easy 
to turn an irritation into an indulgence inspi-
red not long after we started a weekly "ran-
dom bits of weirdness" column that aquickly 
became the most popular feature of the fis-
hwrapper.

Our annual "10 strangest stories list," ty-
pically published Christmas week has only 
one rule: nothing that will appear on the "real" 
top-10 list a week later. Full frontal nudity, 
profanity, poor taste – and wow, is there a 
seemingly endless amountof all those and 
more – there are no boundaries below we will 
not descend.

Even more so than the top 10, just headli-
nes and a short intro don't always allow you to 
grok what the story is about. But either 
Google or a trip to our PDF archive can bail 

10 years of 'Svalbard's Top 10 Stories'

'Alternative top 10' the bestest at UFOs, sex, crazies and crooks 
you out of that bit of bufuddlement (BTW, if it 
isn't obvious, when you a bunch of illiteration 
akin to the UFO/Elvis tabloid Weekly World 
News it's a slight sign we're taking a tongue-
in-teeth tone to the tale.

Anyhow, let's go on with it (or, to sound 
more enthusiastic using almost exactly the 
same words, let's get it on):

2013
The ways we were weird: Boffo bears, 
Russian rainbows, flesh-eating flora 
and twerpy tree top ways globe sees 

us as goofy
"Longyearbyen's like any normal small 

town" is a phrase that gets exactly zero match- 
es in a Google search.

The weirdness of everyday life in Sval-
bard is the stuff of hundreds of travelogues an-
nually, and it's a sure bet heads will be turned 
worldwide several times a year at things locals 
may not consider more than mildly odd.

This year is no different in seeing plenty 
of incidents provoking everything from laugh-
ter to outrage. Here, in roughly chronological 
order, are our picks for the ten most bizarre:

See STRANGE, page 27

Alas, these year-end 
roundups before 2015 
(as well as the the 
s"trangest stories" 
listicles below) aren't 
available at 
icepeople.net since 
that's when we 
switched to a new 
server and the old 
content vanished. But 
you can read the full 
articles (and other 
news from the last 
week of the year) at 
our PDF archive at 
icepeople.net/pdf
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world's most pristine wildlife areas, but didn't 
wreak environmental havoc. Norway's biggest 
earthquake ever struck off the coast, but doesn't 
even get further mention here because there 
was no damage.

There were feel-good moments as well, in-
cluding a record-length helicopter rescue of a 
man at the northern tip of Greenland. Also 
some bizarre ones, such as environmentalists 
blockading the Svea mine for a day in Sval-
bard's first political protest and, despite eluding 
criminal charges, paying the price when cus-
toms agents found too much undeclared beer on 
their ship.

1. Store Norske announces major cut- 
backs

2. "White paper" recommends continu- ing 
coal mining

3. U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon 
visits

4. Tourism plummets after a strong 2008
5. Cargo ship Petrosavodsk crashes off 

Bjørnøya

2010
Bad bosses, bears: Store Norske

corruption, attack on kayaker in tent 
most notable

The world's hottest year on record was also 
the year of businessmen, bears and basins beha-
ving badly.

A scandal shaking the financial and execu-
tive foundations of Svalbard's largest emp-

loyer to their core dominated headlines the 
second half of 2010. The world fixated on a dif-
ferent type of sensational misbehavior as polar 
bears displayed their ferocity against humans 
and their possessions, most notably a kayaker 
trying to paddle around Spitsbergen. And food 
grinders intended to keep the kitchen plumbing 

of all Longyearbyen homes clear instead muck-
ed them up in many ways – when they weren't 
in danger of catching fire.

But the news wasn't all bad, as 3D movies 
and a vastly upgraded performing arts stage of- 
fered a diversion at the end of the year. Rus- si-
ans in Barentsburg saw a reversal to their years 
of misfortune when mining resumed after a fire 
halted operations in 2008. And there was al-
ways the unusual zaniness, such as the Nazis 
invading Svalbard as part of a record-selling vi-
deo game and Longyearbyen's airport being na-
med as one of the world's 18 strangest.

1. Store Norske corruption scandal
2. Polar bear attacks kayaker in tent
3. Huset closes/Kulturhuset opens
4. Food grinders muck up home sinks
5. Health care services under scrutiny
6. Warming poses new bear threats
7. Russians lose helicopter tour case
8. New security requirements enacted
9. Mining resumes in Barentsburg
10. Fuel dispute threatens Ny-Ålesund

2011
Tragedy, then triumphs: Two local teens 

shot at Utøya, first fatal polar bear
attack since 1995 overshadow year's 

events
It was a year whose reminiscence will al-

ways begin with a moment of respectful 
silence.

Two incidents claiming the lives of teena-
gers, including the July 22 attacks by Anders 
Behring Breivik that history will record as one 
of Norway's greatest tragedies, were Svalbard's 
biggest news stories of 2011. Longyearbyen's 
Johannes Buø, 14, was among Brevik's 77 vic-
tims, while Horatio Chapple, 17, of the United 
Kingdom, became Svalbard's first fatality from 
a polar bear attack since 1995.

But one of year's most inspiring stories 
also resulted from Brevik's attack, as Viljar 
Hanssen, now 18, recovered from life-threate-
ning injuries and became the youngest-ever 
member of Longyearbyen's municipal council 
when he was elected in October after campaig-
ning from his hospital bed.

There was also good news for Store Norske 
after a disastrously costly corruption scandal in 
2010 that was the top story that year. A new 
coal mine at Lunckefjell essentially cleared its 
last major hurdles days before the end of 2011, 
which will add four years to Longyearbyen's 
dominant industry, which after a century is fa-
cing a relatively short lifespan.

But Norway's government put environ- 
mental concerns above economic ones in a re- 
vised East Svalbard management plan that se-
verely limits access for human activities. A fi-
nal plan is expected to be voted on by Parlia- 
ment in 2012, with the tourism industry and lo- 
cal politicians expressing concerns.

Another environmental concern was Sval- 
bard's most serious rabies outbreak in 30 years. 
The discovery of infected animals in Septem- 
ber resulted in a lengthy effort to kill as many 
foxes as possible near Longyearbyen and an 
ongoing ban on dogs being outdoors without a 
leash or human supervision.

Snaring the world's attention was Prince 
Harry's North Pole trip in March and April.

1. Two Longyearbyen teens shot at Utøya.
2. Polar bear kills U.K. youth, wounds 

four.
3. New Lunckefjell mine clears hurdles.
4. Revised East Svalbard plan limits 

access.
5. Most serious rabies outbreak in 30 years.
6. New municipal council elected, inclu-

ding first female leader, Christin Kristoffersen, 
See TOP, page 25

TOP, from page 23
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and her son becomes youngest-ever member as 
Viljar Hanssen, 18, recovers from life-threate-
ning Utøya injuries

7. Robert Hermanssen pleads guilty, other 
legal resolutions in Store Norske corruption 
scandal

8. Longyearbyen residents see huge utility 
bill increases to pay for new facilities

9. Russia's cooperation/conflict escalates, 
with beginning of massive cleanup marred by 
illegal construction and threats after illegal 
trawlers are detained

10. Britain's Prince Harry accompanies 
wounded soldiers on North Pole expedition

2013
Bad bosses, bears – Russian mining

accidents, city gov't makeover, return of 
Norwegian Air, cruise ship decline 

among top events
Offering yet more proof Svalbard is truly a 

world apart, Norway's biggest story of 2013 
didn't get any coverage from the local paper of 
record.

While the nation voted in a new Conserva-
tiveled leadership that's promising drastic chan-
ges, the local impact isn't likely to be felt until 
late in 2014, if not beyond. Instead, the most 
newsworthy events of 2013 were – as usual – a 
mix with either more local or global impact.

1. Deadly neglegence in Barentsburg
2. Extreme Makeover: City Edition
3. Flying the frigid skies
4. Coal: From horrible to merely chaotic
5. Sinking prospects in Ny-Ålesund
6. Climate change indeed a 'hoax'
7. Plight of the polar bear films
8. News by newbies
9. The great health care scare
10. Savory is out, sweet is in

2014 (the list goes to 11)
Coal in hell: Store Norske's mining

crisis tops year of record heat that may 
permanently reshape the archipelago

It was a year of record heat that drastically 
reshaped Svalbard's environment in every sense 
of those words.

Most locals are likely to remember 2014 as 
being when Store Norske entered its biggest 
economic crisis ever, possibly signaling the end 
of coal mining as Longyearbyen's biggest in-
dustry for the first time in the city's peacetime 
history. But both people and other life forms 
encountered unprecedented hardships in other 
ways due to freakish heat waves that may sig-
nal the end of the Arctic's coolness factor.

Even good news was tainted. A significant 
increase in tourism overwhelmed tour-related 
businesses at times, resulting in miserable days 
for locals and visitors alike. The Governor of 
Svalbard got a new rescue helicopter and a fan- 
cy new service vessel, but was forced to re- 
spond to more incidents than usual involving 
people unprepared and unaware of the area's 
hazards.

1. Record loss at Store Norske leads to 
mass layoffs, uncertain future

2. Freaky February sets tone for warmest 
year on record

3. Mining, rescue and other employers fear 
worker exodus due to tax increase

4. Russia's political crisis adds to safety, 
economic turmoil in Barentsburg

5. Attempted sale of large land parcel 
spooks many, but buyer remains elusive

6. Increasingly aggressive polar bears visit 
settlements, refuse to leave

7. A good year for tourism – sometimes too 
good – as dark times lie ahead

8. Governor gets upgraded rescue capabi-
lities, needs them immediately

9. Oil activity creeps close to – and someti-
mes over – Svalbard's borders

10. 'Nine dead after cruise ship accident in 
Svalbard' (this was a rescue exercise)

11. New Lunckefjell mine opens

2015 (the list goes to 12)
INTO BLACKNESS: Svalbard's lights
extinguished – for better and worse – 
during year of historic reverence and 

turmoil
It was already a shell-shocked community 

beginning to say their farewells to possibly a 
quarter of the town's residents, with those left 
behind worrying about the future of a town 
with a decimated economic foundation.

Then the avalanche struck.
Either alone ranks among the most signifi-

cant events in Longyearbyen's history. Toget-
her they may reshape the town more dramati-
cally than at any time since it was almost en-
tirely destroyed during World War II.

Both will completely reshape the town – in 
vastly different ways during the coming year – 
although each will require a massive rebuilding 
process that will take years. New industries 
such as tourism and research will need to begin 
an era of rapid growth to replace coal mining 
after its century as the dominant industry in 
Longyearbyen. And hundreds of people in ho-
mes and businesses may need to begin reloca-
ting if officials decide a sizable part of the 
structures near mountains are too risky to live 
in after the avalanche.

1. The avalanche
2. Store Norske crisis worsens, nearly eve-

rything to shut down next summer
3. Total solar eclipse totally lives up to 

years of absurd hype
4. Scientists spend six months studying sea 

TOP, from page 24

See TOP, page 26
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ice during oft-troubled expedition
5. Kamikaze local council election results 

in largely the status quo
6. Tourism companies report record busi-

ness as Longyearbyen begins hoping the in-
dustry can double in size

7. First polar bear census in 14 years, while 
incomplete, gives climate skeptics ammo as po-
pulation booms

8. Dmitry Rogozin's visit sparks a war of 
words with Russia and substantial changes in 
entry laws

9. This year's top ten climate change stories
10. Svalbard helps Syria from afar with 

money and historic seed 'withdrawal'
11. Dog flu epidemic takes massive toll on 

peak spring visitor season. And yet...
12. First-ever brewery in Longyearbyen 

opens to intoxicating success

2017
Abandon all hope 

We’re not going to spin it: the year known 
as 2017 was a disaster – literally.

An avalanche early on shook the communi-
ty and its leaders to its foundations, climate 
change inflicted maybe its most humiliating 
impact on us yet, Barentsburg suffered through 
two fatal crashes and the hope of some kind of 
future in terms of Store Norske’s coal mines 
suffered a death far more painful than even the 
most pessimistic envisioned.

Still, a bad day in Svalbard beats a good 
day in lots of other places, which is evident in 
the ever-increasing number of visitors coming 
for ever-increasing events during ever-increas-
ing parts of the year (the latter of which is, al-
beit, due to the rapid onset of climate change).

And no “top stories” list involving Sval-
bard would feel proper without at least one item 
about polar bears.

1. Government decides to dismantle Store 
Norske’s main mines instead of reopening them

2. Governor orders indefinite evacuation of 
dozens of homes in at-risk avalanche areas

3. Avalanche destroys two apartment buil-
dings; officials and residents both shaken at er-
rors in “expert” assessments

4. Leakage into Svalbard Global Seed Vault 
requires massive and costly reconstruction

5. EU lawsuit against Norway over crab 
harvesting rights sets stage for massive oil dril-
ling/Svalbard Treaty battle

6. Helicopter crashes into sea near Barents-
burg, killing all eight passengers

7. Another increase in electricity bills 
means Longyearbyen residents are paying 
twice what they did in 2008

8. Russian guide dies after crashing through 
ice while leading snowmobile expedition

9. New festivals focusing on food, literatu-
re, chamber music and more debut as part of 
tourism expansion

10. Polar bears spend lots of quality family 
time in/near Longyearbyen

2018
TOXIC SHOCK: Demolition of 240

residents and Svalbard's last major coal 
mines top year of harmful climate in 
many forms reaching new heights
Forty percent of local workers were coal 

miners a decade ago, now maybe five percent 
are. More than 240 homes and dorms in a twon 
of 2,300 residents being torn down starting im-
mediately. We have two fewer months of win-
ter (and four within some of our lifetimes) as 
climate change hits three times – not twice, as 
long thought – as fast as the rest of Earth.

It's not just the numbers that are staggering. 
It's that there are so many affecting virtually 
every aspect of life here.

"Toxic" was the most common "word of 
the year" to describe global happenings in 2018 
due to an insufferable amount of noxious poli-
tics, conflicts, natural calamities of unpreceden-
ted scale, societal hatred of "others" and so 
much more. But while Svalbard managed to 
largely escape those miseries, the word seemed 
even more literally approriate here due to the 
immense amount of harmful substances created 
by literal mass teardowns of life-sustaining 
foundations, the lethal threat of migrating ele-
ments on long-existing human and wildlife, and 
the growing realizion our pristine days outside 
the smog of society's misdeeds are short if not 
already over.

Some changes such as the home and mine 
demolitions are causing immediate and long-
term pain, while others such as a poalr bear kil-
led for attacking a cruise ship worker and the 
first-ever bank robbery are allowing the world 
to forgett their misfortunates by indulging in 
the ever-growing glee at those of others. But all 

of it adds up to a year, like pretty much every 
one before it in our history, found Svalbard in 
an ever-more-complex web of stories with an 
outcome nobody can possibly hope to predict 
as change continues to spirl out of control.

1. Nearly 240 homes and dorms to be de-
molished due to avalanche threat

2. Dismantling of Svea mine begins; sky-
high cost infuriates those seeing profit in reope-
ning

3.  Longyearbyen's population sets record 
high despite mining shutdown; foreigners wor-
king mostly in tourism account for 70 percent 
of increase

4. UN: Svalbard now warming up to three 
times as fast as the rest of the planet

5. Polar bear killed by cruise ship crew in 
north Svalbard triggers furious tourism debate

6. "Doomsday Vault" can't handle rain, 
massive upgrade costs far more than original 
project

7. Longyearbyen's first-ever bank robbery 
a farcical fiasco

8. Shortest-ever North Pole expedition sea-
son due to thin, unstable sea ice

9. Trawler w/14 crew stranded in north 
Svalbard

10. Thirty-seven hurt as tour boat collideds 
with dock in Barentsburg

•••••
POSTSCRIPT: DECADE DOOZIES
We only printed a "top five" list our first 

year, but in addition we dubbed the debut of the 
Svalbard Global Seed Vault the top story of the 
'00s based on the fact nothing else searched for 
in Google was even close (yeah, we'd rethink 
that criteria now, especially since nothing – 
even polar bears – comes close even now).

As for the top story of the '10s? Conside-
ring the pace of news here there's still a long 
time to go so, sorry, no sneak peeks 

TOP, from page 25
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See STRANGE, page 28

• Bear of a Film: A polar bear rattling the 
cage of a documentary narrator became a viral 
internet hit at the beginning of the year and set 
off a controversy for a local filmmaker…

• This festival is da bomb: Inaugural film 
festival struggled to top 20 viewers at most 
screenings – and most of them were journalists 
and festival officials…

• Chief convict: Former Store Norske lea-
der said prison brutality surprising because he 
expected "a sort of school camp, where I could 
go home and pick up a book if I wanted…"

• Vegging at the Top of the World:
• Not the Northernmost: Hammerfest conti-

nued a long feud with Honningsvåg about 
which is the "world's northernmost city…"

• Viral vacancy: A help-wanted ad from 
the governor seeking a summer polar bear 
guard attracted about 300 thrillseekers…

• Russian Rainbows: Barentsburg visitors 
were greeted with rainbow flags and other pa-
raphernalia in August in protest of Russia's new 
law criminalizing homosexual propaganda…

• Predator Plant: As if Svalbard didn't have 
enough fearsome creatures, we now have flesh-
eating plants to deal with…

• Bogus Bigfoot: A geneticist claimed a 
"100 percent match" between the yeti (a.k.a. 
Abominable Snowman) in the Himalayas and 
polar bears in Svalbard…

• O' Christmas Twig: In Svalbard's version 
of "A Charlie Brown Christmas," the scraggy 
wisp of a tree is unceremoniously hauled away 
in the dead of night…

2014
BLAZING SADDOS: Drunk 

pyromaniacs, pervy tourists, trashy
environmentalists and cherished cons 

add to woeful year

Not to go on a major downer just before 
Christmas or anything but, face it, this year ba- 
sically sucked.

Things got off to a not-cool start with 
house fires and hellishly warm winter weather, 
and ended with a lot of locals seeing their fu- 
tures here go up in flames due to the collapse of 
the coal mining industry. Tycoons came off 
more as buffoons, greenies couldn't keep their 
act clean and there were many fond memories 
of when a master crook largely ruled the roost.

Still, a bad day (or year) in Svalbard beats 
a good one almost anywhere else, and is proba- 
bly more unique and interesting as well. So sin-
ce sometimes there's nothing to do with misfor-
tune but laugh at it, here's the weirdest happe-
nings of 2014 in roughly chronological order:

• Classic Pizza closes, lots of drunks re-
spond by setting their homes on fire: Call it a 
Classic case of unintended consequences, as the 
shutdown of Longyearbyen's last after-pub-
hours eatery…

• Chinese guy scares locals by bidding for 
land without knowing there's ice here: One of 
only two private tracts of land in Svalbard was 
put on the market, with a Chinese tycoon who 
supposedly wanted to turn it into resort proper-
ty emerging as the most-oft mentioned potential 
buyer. But nobody seemed to have a clue about 
what the hell was really going on…

• Figure skater's diva act at North Pole en-
dangers stranded youth expedition: She used up 
much of the available hot water by demanding 
a bigger rink at the top of the world. That com-
plicated the rescue of seven teens and three 
adults who got trapped at the Pole for two 
nights with little food or fuel…

•  Greenpeace takes its Jekyll and Hyde act 
to new (and costly) levels: They briefly halted a 
nearby oil drilling rig by boarding it, only to 
have their members and ship end up in the 

hands of authorities…
• Aging cabin geek helps Telenor pull off 

media stunt (and scandal) of year: It seemed 
like corporate PR gold: bring journalists to a 
rickety old cabin with no water or plumbing in 
the "remote" Arctic…

• Cruise passengers take the piss: The 
bizarre behavior of the hoards invad- ing by the 
thousands some days finally boiled over as…

• Hut made of garbage gets trashed, junked 
and (finally?) recycled: Trash/treasure cliches 
ran amok in August after artist Solveig Egeland 
and a group of vol- unteers built a beachside 
hut made of debris collecting during the 
governor's annual cleanup cruise…

•  Two guys in polar bear costumes scare 
reindeer, win major science award: Sharing the 
awards stage with someone who's project is 
"stopping nosebleeds with pork" doesn't sug-
gest your research is going to get a lot of re-
spect…

• The Return of the Yeti – twice: The guy 
who says he has DNA samples proving Bgfoot 
and Svalbard's polar bears are linked has been 
exhaustively and repeatedly found by experts to 
be full of crap…

• Corrupt ex-leader Robert Hermansen the 
big winner in Store Norske crisis: He got a 
hero's welcome home after 15 months in prison 
with a new biography that claims he was a 
scapegoat for the company's bad decisions…

2015
CHILLINGLY CLUELESS: After watching 

'Fortitude' is it any wonder 'Sval and 
Bard' are among this year's biggest 

bumblers?
Which is stranger: a year where parasitic 

wasps went on a killing spree or the year that 
actually happened? Yeah, we're not sure either.

STRANGE, from page 26
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Wait...
What??!!

All we know is both versions of Svalbard 
will be back – and probably even stranger – 
next year.

This year's strangeness was obviously no 
laughing matter much of the time thanks to the 
deepening of the coal mining crisis that may re-
sult in a quarter of our residents departing by 
next summer. But since such somber happen- 
ings will obviously be part of the "10 biggest 
stories" list in the final issue of the year, here – 
in roughly chronological order – is our annual 
"Svalbard's 10 strangest stories" that mostly of- 
fer a much lighter look at the archipelago dur- 
ing these dark times:

• 'Fortitude' proves bugs are more deadly 
than polar bears and Doomsday Vault zombies: 
Just seeing trees and the police hand their rifle 
to clueless hikers in the opening episode made 
us wonder if the producers did most of their re- 
search at Karlsberger Pub…

• Future imperfect: A robot riding the rails 
in a personless Pyramiden: Then there's the ver-
sion of Svalbard where Pyramiden is occupied 
by a lone inhabitant: a robot on a roller coaster 
24/7/365…

• 'Blackout dates' get new meaning with the 
rush for rooms during the eclipse:  All of the 
major hotels sold out years in advance and ma-
jor tour companies arranged for blocks of large 
tent spaces well beforehand, leaving indie 
travelers at the mercy of locals renting their 
apartments, cabins and rooms…

• Svalbard takes lead in calling for climate 
change action – by others: Our local priest is no 
stranger to controversy, but one of the stranger 
moments even for a guy who's appeared fully 
nude in his own book had to be a hillside 
Climate Mass in June…

• A bunch of white locals say there's no 
need for a 'niggardy' debate: Kudos to The Lo-
cal Paper of Racebaiting for sparking a debate 
with few grey area by noting three locations in 
the southern part of the archipelago have names 
starting with the Norwegian equivalent of "ne-
gro" (or the even more pejorative "n" word, 
according to some)…

• Russia leaves Norway with a bear of a 
counting problem: The first full census of the 
area's polar bears in 14 years was nixed when 
Russians – for reasons never made all that clear 
– decided at the last minute not to authorize the 
long- planned count on its side of the border…

• 'Rod Stewart' becomes a celebrity cabbie 
in Longyearbyen: Locals and visitors alike star-
ted doing the whisper-and-point thing en masse 
in July in the firm belief that Rod Stewart had 
moved to Longyearbyen and taken a job as a 
taxi driver…

•Two totally opposite political parties sug-
gest Svalbard sanctuary for Syrians: Not to do 
the liberal MSM thing, but we're not exactly 
going out on a limb by saying only one of the 
political parties had the interests of people fle-
eing their war-torn homeland at heart…

• 'Sval and Bard': It's likely we gave more 
space to these two claymation clods than any 
other campaign in 2015 because...the concept is 
utter comic brilliance…

• Longyearbyen's trashiest house finally 
wins over the haters, only to be scraped: "The 
infamous rubbish hut." We're going to really 
miss writing those words…

2016
WIGGING OUT: Boaty McBoatface, 
Aquaman, Pokémon among stars in 

Svalbard's year of surreality
A travesty of an election that ignored the 

will of the people. A political ad where an in- 
yet again. Nuclear armageddon, yet again. Edi-
tor nocent little girl was obliterated by a 
weapon When it came to the ways we were 
weird, 2016 made Svalbard great again. Bigly.

Forget the weather that was off-the-charts 
whacky. The bewildering shift in businesses. 
The trippy TV "docu-soap." And the fact lots of 
locals were forced to undergo three enemas (or, 
as the mainstream media put it, "they were eva-
cuated") within a year.

All that surreality and more that also hap-
pens to be a substantial significance will be 

brought up when Icepeople's "10 Biggest Sto- 
ries of 2016" is published next week. This list 
is all about weirdness for weirdness' sake in the 
many ways only possible where man, giant mu- 
tant polar bears and cleverly hidden 300-meter- 
high trees co-exist.

So, in no particular order because that 
woud require extra effort, here are Icepeople's 
10 strangest stories for 2016:

• The truly tragic election in the UK: Boaty 
McBoatface: "What You Get When You Let 
the Internet Decide," a headline in The New 
York Times bemoaned. Um, yeah, because if we 
learned any- thing about elections in 2016, the 
results are much more rational if people vote in 
person…

• A bunch of terrified U.S. residents disco-
ver Svalbard's 'open borders': Canada's immi-
gration website broke the internet the day after 
Wiggy Donald won the U.S. presidential 
election: Spooked-out snowflakes discovered 
moving north of the border wasn't as easy as 
they hoped, but fortunately hundreds of articles 
shoed Svalbard has by far the easiest residency 
requirements…

• Greenpeace puts an old man on ice and 
releases its own 'Daisy' ad: The biggest atten-
tion-getter by far was Italian pianist Ludovico 
Einaudi, performing his original composition 
“Elegy for the Arctic” on a floating platform 
near a massive glacier in the archipelago…

• Russia lauches nuke-type missile, Nor-
way shrugs off toxins near here: Seriously...Rus-
sia in June fired a repurposed Cold-War-era 
ballistic missile that accidentally(?) jettisoned 
boosters containing highly toxic fuel into the 
water south of Svalbard and Norway blew it off 
because, well, Russia announced the launch in 

STRANGE, from page 27 advance…
• Video games, government play around 

with Doomsday in Svalbard: It's always a good 
time for a nuclear holocaust in Svalbard and 
that was the case again in 2016 in a big way…

• Local vigilante militia goes on a real-life 
hunt for alien invaders: While  "mainstream" 
publications were mentioning problems with a 
viral phone game with the initials "PG" such as 
hunters going into high crime areas and ceme-
teries, catching critters in Svalbard means uni-
que problems ranging from wandering into the 
zone where a bunch of homes were destroyed 
by an avalanche to glacier crevassses…

• Svalbard tops 'city of brotherly love' by 
not just booing, but exiling Santa: First the bu-
reaucrats declared his workshop a condemned 
area. Then they decided he was a deplorable for 
having a mailbox. Anybody who's lived here 
any amount of time knows Santa's real work-
shop in the allegedly abandoned Mine 2B, but 
Store Norske declared earlier this year the place 
was condemned due to rot damage…

• Aquaman's only chance for survival is cl-
imbing to high hills of Svalbard? Look, we get 
climate change is screwing everything up, but 
this might be the black-is-white story of the 
year. Aquaman has to reach the snowline here 
to survive since he's a completely clueless idiot 
who obviously can't see there's no ice in the sea 
for the first time in living memory…

• Best reality show of year: Blonde busts 
out in 'Stranded in Svalbard': Space is short, but 
luckily the written word is a poor way to 
expose people to Viky Viktoria's adventures 
and misadventures after her husband strands 
her here…

2017
Doomsday scenarios: Impending

collision with Planet X, ‘flooded’ seed 
vault, toilet paper famine among

Svalbard’s 10 strangest stories of 2017
We feel safe saying after 2017 we’re now 

living in an alternate universe.
Obviously things were wacky (a.k.a. se-

riously scary) in many other parts of the world 
during the year, but given the number of times 
the word “doomsday” was associated with the 
coolest small town on Earth the odds seem to 
suggest at least one of them happened and 
we’re all now On The Other Side Of The Look-
ing Glass. As always, there were innumerable 
(a really stupid word, since what it really means 
is we were too lazy to actually do a count) 
number of references to the Doomsday Vault – 
but this year more dire than usual thanks to the 
supposedly “flooding” so many saw as a 
precursor to the end of humanity. And the 
theory linking the vault to a mysterious planet 
forecast to strike Earth during the fall.

Then there was the End Of Life As We 
Know It due to a full-scale invasion of Svalbard 
by Russia (and did they practice using nukes on 

See STRANGE, page 29
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Extra-extra-extra absurd 10-year anniversary issue
STRANGE, from page 28
us?). And while the West keeps being accused 
of being weaklings, what were they doing gat-
hering at our top-secret satellite facility which 
some suggest is a base for NATO/U.S. anti-
nuke missile activities?

But we all had to keep living our day-to-
day while awaiting nuclear winter…although 
sometimes it meant doing so without clean cars, 
toilet paper and Santa Claus (hmm…until the 
moment we wrote sentence it never occurred to 
us local politicians might be part of the War On 
Christmas that Wiggy Trump so bravely fought 
while comparing his dick size to his non-exis-
tent “nuclear button”). So, during a year which 
continued the trend of being every-so-more-
surreal instead of settling into a routine after 
nine years, here – in no particular order – are 
Icepeople’s 10 strangest stories for 2017 (the 
only “rule” is they can’t be one of the “10 big-
gest stories” – i.e. the “flooded” seed vault – 
which will be presented next week):

• Town’s only car wash shuts down becau-
se vehicles are too dirty: It feels a bit like say-
ing a restaurant going out of business because 
diners were too hungry – and that might make 
sense at an all-you-can-eat place full of Homer 
Simpson customers…

• Global scientists’ protest of fake news go 
berserk when we report their fake news: March 
For Science organizers showing photos of Ber-
nice Notenboom holding an official event sign 
at the top of the world for the April 22 event. 
Only thing is, she was in Longyearbyen partici-
pating in the local chapter of the event…

• Expedition shoots polar bear near North 
Pole, chaos ensues as others groups caught una-
ware by injured animal: Guide incompetently 
(or maybe not) handled polar bear attack, failed 
to report it (or maybe not), and then lied about 
the details when questions (or maybe not) when 
questioned by police and other officials…

• Oh crap! Longyearbyen’s only supermar-
ket runs out of chocolate at Easter and toilet pa-
per soon thereafter: It’s always funny in retros-
pect. But seriously, imagine filling your kids’ 
Easter baskets with raw celery sticks…

• Planet X to destroy Earth – and Dooms-
day vault was by people who knew about it: 
We advised folks to bring their tents and camp 
outside the Doomsday Vault a day or two be-
fore Sept. 23 because that’s when Life As We 
Know It was going to end due to a mysterious 
Planet X striking Earth…

• Russia ‘invades’ and totally overruns 
Svalbard: Look, it’s not like we didn’t expect to 
get our asses totally kicked by the Russians sin-
ce the Norwegian government predicted it 
would happen a year ago…

• NATO assembly gathering in Svalbard 
(deliberately?) triggers Russians: Then there 
was Norway’s bit of mischief that resulted in 
NATO appearing twice of this list of surreal 
stories about a cluster of islands where military 

activities are supposedly taboo…
• Giant Santa’s mailbox comes down just 

before Christmas because…’tis the season: 
That nearly 10-meter-high Santa’s mailbox out-
side a simple building near downtown is gone 
and a lot of tourists – if not locals – will be as-
king why…

• Svalbarði ‘scandal’ – bottled glacier wa-
ter pulled off Hong Kong store due to outrage 
about high price: A flood of media coverage 
went from cool to chilly in September in Hong 
Kong when the water selling for HK$950 per 
750ml bottle was pulled from the shelves of a 
high-end grocery store due to “an icy reaction 
online” with “the scandal reaching boiling 
point…"

• ‘I send an envelope of semen to the 
World Seed Bank every few months, but they 
won’t confirm that they’ve received it’: Thanks 
to Thomas Moretti’s for saving us the trouble 
of writing a catchy introduction for his titilla-
ting quest…

2018
Russians linked to polar bear porn

video connected to Trump meltdown
as Norway’s royal family gets trashed

Pretty much all of the news in Svalbard is 
strange compared to anywhere else.

Which means perhaps the strangest thing 
about this rant that’s our favorite annual year-
end feature (voted “The Best Media Listicle on 
Earth” seven straight years*) is the truly stran-
gest story of 2018 isn’t actually on the list 
(along with probably the silver and bronze win-
ners, plus a couple others in the top ten).

While the whole world made fun of us for 
our first-ever (bungled) bank robbery, the utter 
failure of “the ultimate doomsday vault” to sur-
vive a few rainstorms and being polar bear 
pimps for (wannabe) rich tourists, none of those 
are in the list below. As always, it’s because 
they’re already on the more journalistically 
substantive “Svalbard’s 10 Biggest Stories of 
2018” – meaning they’re being published for 
substantially more than polar porn’s sake.

But speaking of sex, be prepared for a sti-
mulating threesome of that many more titillate 
tales as Icepeople presents, in no particular or-
der, the never-to-be-questioned-for-all-eternity 
“Svalbard’s 10 Strangest Stories of 2018.”

(*Prove we’re wrong by finding someone 
else who’s won the award.)

• Polar bear sexcapades arouse humans’ 
lust for dirty images and dirty deeds: Shocking 
revelation: there are hundreds of polar bears 
waddling around Svalbard TOTALY NAKED 
engaging in UNPROTECTED PREMARITAL 
SEX in wide-open public spaces!!!…

• Polar bear ransacks food storage room at 
Isfjord Radio: Sex safely sells (as opposed to 
selling safe sex), but last year’s premier polar 
bear payoff involved another craving of the 
senses as the King of the Arctic turned into a 
common petty thief and broke into the storage 

room where food is kept at Isfjord Radio…
• Mount Trumpmore – Giant ice sculpture 

of The Donald to be a monumental meltdown: 
The Very Stable Genius has decreed his backp-
feifengesicht deserves to be on Mount Rushmo-
re along with the Fab Four, which has inspired 
some greenies wanting to offer a warming tri-
bute before such feelings are set in stone…

• Silence of the quails – Greenhouse owner 
forced to kill dozens of illegally hatched birds: 
Strangest doesn’t always mean funniest and, 
during a year full of misfortunes affecting hu-
mans, this had to be Longyearbyen’s saddest 
animal story of the year (not necessary Sval-
bard’s due to misadventures involving polar 
bears, reindeer, foxes and other species)…

• Migrants make multiple ministers in-
volved in Svalbard oversight muck things up: 
Replacing the “ruler” of Svalbard’s three times 
in three weeks while Norway’s government 
teeters on the brink of collapse seems an ob-
vious pick for the “10 biggest stories” list – if 
only those bosses said or did anything of actual 
significance instead of merely being a part of 
the political clown car…

• Fictional fiasco ‘Fortitude’ finally finds 
Svalbard, but final season is a four-episode 
flop: "It all went wrong for Fortitude, I reckon, 
somewhere in that first pitch meeting.” That 
opening line for a review by The Times of Lon-
don a TV series about a Svalbard Community 
That Totally Isn’t Longyearbyen is the best 
succinct summary we’ve seen. Everything 
about the sci-fi psychological thriller was insa-
nely wrong from the opening scene.…

• Drunk idiot blacklisted from all places 
with booze: If you can be officially exiled from 
Svalbard for raising hell with alcohol (i.e. try-
ing to burn down an apartment building while 
drunk), consider this the unofficial policy of 
persona non grata for raising heck…

• Entire Norwegian royal family takes ama-
zingly invisible summer vacation here, greeted 
by governor with gift of trash bags: Far from 
having to play paparazzi when rumors of the 
Norwegian royal family visiting Svalbard this 
summer arose, perhaps the strangest thing that 
could have happened was we and the rest of the 
press pack…basically did nothing.…

• The Russians are invading! The Russians 
are invading! The Russians are…oh for f*ck’s 
sake – are they here yet?: Lots of places are ir-
ritatingly ensnared in their own Russian Scan-
dal from serious (poisoning spies) to silly (pee 
tape), and Svalbard is in the midst of a long-
running sideshow on that front…

• Failed four-approach flight leaves passen-
gers and pros loopy: In a weird departure from 
our supposedly independent media minds, 
we’re going with what took the silver medal in 
Svalbardposten’s most-read list (hey, always 
nice to know what normal residents who have a 
clue find freakish compared to what freakish 
residents like ourselves find normal)…
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I really need to 
update this 
pathetic plea, but 
it'll stay in this 
memorial issue for 
the sake of 
nostaliga (and 
laziness) 
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(Auto)pilot project
An autonomous shuttle bus attracts attention Tuesday in the Longyearbyen town center. It is being programmed for a test run along the pedestrian street. 

Eye-catching shuttle bus comes to Longyearbyen for first-ever test of an autonomous vehicle in Arctic 

MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

 The way people are gawking and taking 
photos at the stubby green contraption mosey-
ing its way up and down the center of Long-
yearbyen you’d think they’ve never seen a 
shuttle bus before. And they haven’t – at least 
not one where the “driver” is  navigating it by 
programming its route into a computer while 
sitting on the rear bench.

The bus that arrived last Friday is getting a 
test drive as the first-ever autonomous vehicle 
in the Arctic, according to its driver/program-
mer and some of the numerous sponsor decals 
across its exterior. On Tuesday morning it was 
parked or moving slowly along the main pede-
strian walkway through the town center where, 
for once, the miner’s statute nearby was of 
secondary attraction to passer-bys.

“We’re doing this to see if we can do a pi-
lot project here in Svalbard,'” said Jonny Hau-
gen, project and development engineer for Ap-
plied Autonomy, the company responsible for 
the vehicle. “I believe it’s because it’s new 
technology, it’s green and it’s an electronical 
vehicle.”

A public presentation and rides along the 
walkway with Sparebank1 as the boarding point 
are scheduled from 12:30 to 6 p.m. Thursday.

While eye-catching, autonomous shouldn’t 

Jonny Haugen, project and development 
engineer for Applied Autotonomy, explains how 
the first-ever autonomous vehicle to be tested in 
the Arctic is programmed and navigated.

be confused with smart or particularly well-
suited for Arctic conditions.

“The bus will only go where it’s program-
med to,” Haugen said. “It’s almost like a tram 
line on wheels.”

He said the programming process includes 
driving the shuttle up and down the walkway 
“so it makes a map of the route.” The vehicle 
uses GPS and other technology to plot the data.

The bus has a maximum designated 
capacity of 12 people, half of whom can sit on 
front and rear benches, two on “stand-up seats” 
along the center walls and four standing up.

A possible test route if the pilot project is 

approved is between Svalbard Airport and the 
Svalbard Global Seed Vault, Haugen said. 
Some other seemingly obvious possible routes, 
such as between the airport and the center of 
town, aren’t an ideal fit.

“This is made for trips of less than three to 
five kilometers because the maximum speed of 
it is 40 kilometers an hour,” he said.

Among the advantages of  using the airport 
as a hub is it has free electronic vehicle char-
ging ports installed when the facility obtained 
solar panels and its own electronic vehicles for 
use a couple of years ago.

The shuttle bus has four relatively small 
wheels for its size and the length of the body is 
perhaps 25 centimeters above the street surface, 
so don’t look for it on days like Monday when 
a blizzard brought heavy snow and strong 
winds to the area.

“At the moment it probably can’t drive in 
those kind of snow conditions,” Haugen said, 
noting efforts are underway to make the shuttle 
more suitable for poor weather conditions.

The company has another shuttle in opera-
tion in Kongsberg between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. 
daily, Haugen said. similar vehicles are also in 
use throughout parts of Europe, Singapore, the 
United States and elsewhere.

MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.
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'ROBBERY' ISN'T?
The Longyearbyen branch of Sparebank1 is closed following a robbery by a man with a rifle who escaped with 70,000 kroner on the morning of Dec. 28.

Charges against suspect in Longyearbyen’s first bank heist include threats and force, but not robbery

MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

A 29-year-old Russian man accused of 
Longyearbyen’s first-ever bank robbery by de-
manding money at gunpoint was formally char-
ged this week, with his attorney stating his cli-
ent was actually seeking attention and help for 
his psychological problems in the short-lived 
caper.

The defendant briefly escaped with 70,000 
kroner from the robbery at the Sparebank1 
branch during the morning of Dec. 21. He has 
been described as apologetic while demanding 
100,000 kroner while pointing a rifle at the 
bank’s three employees.

“This is not a joke,” he said, according to 
Nordlys. “This is a robbery.”

But he is not facing formal robbery 
charges, as Nord-Troms District Court prose-
cutors in Nord are seeking convictions on 
counts of making threats, coercive force and 
carrying a firearm illegally, with an emphasis 
placed on the fact the action occurred unprovo-
ked.

“That is because he has explained that this 

was not a real robbery,” Ulf Hansen, the defen-
dant’s attorney, told TV2 . “He was not looking 
for money at all, but attention. And he got it.”

A trial expected to last two days is schedu-
led in May, but Hansen told TV2 his client 
“acknowledges what he has done and is going 
to plead guilty the the charges. He is pleased 
that the charge for robbery is not included in 
the charges.”

Prosecutors and bank employees declined 
to comment to the media about the case.

The man escaped with 70,000 kroner, but 
was caught about 20 minutes later. But fears 
about his being at-large with a weapon promp-
ted officials to quickly recall students back to 
Longyearbyen School just as they were being 
let out after an abbreviated day before the win-
ter holiday break.

News of the robbery made global 
headlines, both for its first-ever designation in 
the world’s northernmost town (where serious-
ly crimes have historically been nearly non-
existent) and because of the near-impossibility 
of escaping due to the lack of any escape possi-
bility from Longyearbyen other than one to two 
daily commercial flights.

"It must simply have been an idiot, based 
on the misunderstanding that it is possible to 
leave the island on your own…or insanity…or 
maybe a combination of both, " was a typical 
reaction of online commenters. But some locals 
objected to the flood of humous comments, no-
ting the stress the bank employees and people 
in town aware the suspect was at-large suffered. 

SCREENSHOTS
Headlines on news websites around the world 
were plentiful and full of obvious quips following 
Longyearbyen's first bank robbery in December.

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.
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Chili feast
The five-member rock group Hundred and Fifty Percent performs their original song “What You Know” during the local UKM competition at Kulturhuset. 

Scorching music video, cable car craft, a 150 percent effort and yet another circus hot at local UKM

MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

Most small town parents probably 
wouldn’t be thrilled spending a Friday night 
being confronted with their son hijacking the 
pulpit of the local church followed by an escort 
to the back of a police car, much less seeing it 
broadcast far and wide. Then again, they could 
have been the ones watching their kids take a 
high fall without a net or trying to show it’s ac-
tually possible to give a 150 percent effort.

They weren’t scenes of teen angst, but rat-
her Longyearbyen’s version of Friday Night 
Lights as about 60 students participated in the 
local stage of the annual UKM talent compe-
tition in front of a packed crowd of peers and 
parents at Kulturhuset. The mixture of music, 
videos, interviews and oddball art, interviews 
and eccentric emcees might have been any lo-
cal youth talent show anywhere – except for the 
inevitable presence of polar bears, glaciers and 
other Svalbardesque hallmarks.

Six of the 16 performances and art exhibits 
were selected by judges to advance to the regio-
nal UKM stage in Tromsø in April. The top at-
tendees there will participate in the national 
competition in Trondheim in June.

Among the locals advancing this year is 
Sirkus Svalnardo, the acrobatic youth troupe See TALENT, page 34

MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE
Sirkus Svalnardo, which advanced to the national UKM stage last year, performs during this year’s 
local show. The troope is one of the most frequent local participants in regional and national stages.

that regularly makes it the regional stage and 
advanced to the national event last year. The 
members of this year’s troupe are Liv-Anna 
Ringheim, 17, Niva Stiberg-Hansen, 16, Pia 
Bronken Eidesen, 15, Sigri Klausen Markussen, 
16, Sofie Marlen Solberg, 16, and Vilde Ols-
bakk Rønning, 16.

“The panel feels the performance was well 
composed and that it was a sunny, in-sync per-
formance…good song selection…engages and 
contributes new ideas…they are clever, kind 
and represent the youth of Svalbard in a good 
way,” the judges’ summary states.
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Six of 16 local acts go to UKM regionals
TALENT, from page 33

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

Niva Stiberg-Hansen, left, and Sigri Klaussen perform a song/slideshow duet selected to advance to the regional stage of the UKM competition in April.
MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE

Visitors, left, discuss art work by local youths exhibited at Longyearbyen Library for the UKM competition. At center, Mia and Erik perform "Boheniam 
Rhapsody." At right, the emcees and cleanup crew ponder power left by a just-departed act. A total of 11 performances and five art displays were featured.

MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE

Perhaps not such a “good” role model, but 
still advancing were the five teens who created 
the rap music video “Chilli in my Eyes” which 
(big surprise) has something to do with the ad-
verse relationship between eyeballs and Scovil-
le Heat Units. So despite the icy surroundings 
the main man with the mic is definitely not fe-
eling chill in the flat with his mate, in the 
pulpit, the police seat or where impressionable 
tykes gather at the local kindergarden. Produ-
cing the video were Jonatan Johansen (editor), 
16, Jørgen Andreas Sæter, 15 (actor/rapper), 
Kristian Seljevold (actor/rapper), 15, Martin 
Higraff, 16, manager, and Tobias Fjerdingoy 
(producer/actor), 15.

“Original and creative,” the judges wrote. 
“Played on local humor and it struck. Well 

made, well performed and fun with Spanish!”
Other stage performances advancing were:
• The five-member rock group Hundred 

and Fifty Percent performing their original song 
“What You Know” (“lots of contact with the 
audience…good mood…good variety within 
the song…lots of life…can work to become a 
little more precise,” according to the judges). 
The band’s members, all age 16, are Johansen, 
Stiberg-Hansen, Peder Jenssen, Ronja Herman-
sen and Tobias Klungseth Rotevatn.

• Stiberg-Hansen (piano) and Sigri Klaus-
sen (vocals), 16, for a music/slideshow presen-
tation of  “Vi Lovar” (“the featured scenery 
was simply amazing…beautifully conveyed, in-
credibly original with pictures in the back-
ground, good timing and lovely accompani-
ment,” the judges wrote).

Those with photography/art works advan-
cing were:

• Jørun Bjørndal, 13, with a cultural herita-
ge collage (“this artwork is a picture that beco-
mes more exciting the more you see it. Provides 
room for personal interpretation. As we interpret 
it, it testifies to the maturity of a young artist. 
Simple and clean composition. The composition 
of a naivist cable car and the indirect message 
in the newspaper articles was exciting”).

• Vilde Storø, 19, and Agnes Zadewasser, 
13, with their collage “Cutouts in Para-
dise” (“Great variations of art techniques. Good 
color combinations. Provides room for interpre-
tation. Positive that you see there are different 
age groups that have made the picture”).
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See to ski
Locals interesting in volunteering to staff a new ski hill in the center of Longyearbyen catch a rope tow for the walk to the top of the 150-meter slope.

Bright lights for new ski hill as onlookers, volunteer operators and youths embrace the down side of life 

MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

 Emil Indreiten Johansen, 10, was the first 
to arrive with a friend, but still found himself 
enduring a lengthy wait to catch the pole lift at 
Longyearbyen's new ski hill, since the cluster 
of oh-so-nearly trained adults to operate it were 
still at the top of the slope getting final pointers.

But after a three-year wait since the closure 
of the lift at a hill two kilometers from the on e 
now in the center of town, he didn't mind the de-
lay – especially since he prefers it to the old one.

"I like it better because it's wider and it's a 
better slope," he said.

The new hill on Sukkertoppen – which in a 
bit of a paradox is adjacent to where the tragic 
avalanche of 2015 occurred – attracted conside-
rable attention and interest from locals and visi-
tors alike when it debuted last month. The cen-
tral locale and bright lights make it an automa-
tic draw for the eye during nighttime – and visi-
tors who might think Longyearbyen is a ski 
town (and locals hoping it may be one day) 
may get their wish with a much longer lift soon.

For now the new 150-meter ski slope is 30 

See DOOMSDAY, page 8

MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE
Emil Indreiten Johansen, 10, waits at the bottom of the new ski hill as volunteers finish a lesson on 
how to operate the pole lift. The hill is free of charge to all, but only open when volunteers sign up. See DOWNHILL, page 36
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Small ski hill may be start of bigger slope
DOWNHILL, from page 35

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

Local youths take to Longyearbyen's new ski hill earlier this month for an annual day of snow activities. It is the first time in three years the event was 
ski-oriented due to the closure of the old ski hill next to Longyearbyen School because of the concerns about the instability of old mining tresles there. 

ROGER ZAHL ØDEGÅRD

meters shorter than the previous one adjacent to 
Longyearbyen School, said Patrick Bossart, a 
city recreation employee supervising the new 
facility. But he said overall it's better for skiing.

"First of all it's much better snow con-
ditions up there and the surface is shaped so the 
wind sweeps (above) it," he said.

The lift can accommodate seven people at 
a time on the lift, which takes about one minute 
to reach the top. Bossart said reaction since the 
lift opened in February has been highly 
positive.

"They like that first of all it's very central 
and well illuminated by the new lights," he 
said.

Lift capacity places a practical limit on 
how many people are on the hill at a time, with 
Bossart estimating about 30 so far has been the 
maximum. 

"I think there is a lot of space for 30 
people," he said.

Bossart said the most common skiers he's 
seeing so far are "those small kids who are not 
old enough to ride scooters, but still need to be 
outside." But "you also see kids 15, 16, 17 and 
we had a student from UNIS that wanted to try 
it."

The lift can only operate when Bossart or 
qualified volunteers sign up to staff it during 
evenings and weekends, so he hosted a 90-min-
ute session earlier this month that attracted 
about 10 people. While the basics are simple –
 a few switches and pressing a button on a con-
trol panel in a warming hut at the base of the 
hill – knowing how to quickly use one of sever-
al emergency stops and respond properly if a 

mishap such as an injury occurs is vital.
Most of those who signed up for the ses-

sion didn't have any previous lift operator expe-
rience, but had little trouble figuring things out. 

"My kids are skiing here," said Hege 
Leithe, a local resident for 12 years whose 
children are ages six and nine. "They love it."

Nils Aleksandar Gajie, who describes him-
self as a "frequent visitor" now working at a lo-
cal kindergarten, said he doesn't have kids, but 
the prospect of volunteering is enticing. 

"It will be totally useful to operate the life 
for the town for anyone who wants it," he said.

Are any of the many visitors seen watching 
the hill – especially during the evenings – from 
the walkway along the center of town inquiring 

Patrick Bossart, a city employee who oversees operations at the new ski hill, shows volunteers how 
to operate the pole lift controls from inside a warming hut, which also has first aid supplies. 
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about lift tickets?
"We have had a few questions about that, 

but this is free," he said.
While the idea of taking a short powder on 

the hill might be little more than a lark now for 
tourists and many grown-ups, Bossart said the 
new hill is hopefully just an appetizer for a far 
more ambitious lift of 400 meters or more he 
hopes is operating on the mountain within two 
to three years.

"This is just temporary," he said. "We are 
aiming for a bigger ski life – a real one with 
chairs – up much higher, up at least until where 
the rocks are," he said.



"Birds of a feather crap on our newspaper together"

Atlantification of the marine 
ecosystem in Kongsfjord

Phytoplankton investigations in Kongsfjor-
den date back to the early 1970s with systema-
tic monitoring each summer since 2009. The 
time series indicates three different spring 
bloom scenarios. Until the early 2000s, Kongs-
fjorden often had a long-lasting ice cover, and 
the phytoplankton bloom was in May. The re-
cent decrease in sea ice cover has resulted in an 
earlier bloom in April. Both these bloom scena-
rios are characterised by the dominance of dia-
toms due to weak thermal gradients allowing 
resting spores to be mixed up into the water co-
lumn during winter. The last scenario, en-
countered during the warmest years in the time 
series, is associated with a surface inflow of At-
lantic Water during winter, preventing deep 
winter mixing and ice formation. This scenario 
results in a delayed and diminished bloom do-

minated by colonies of Phaeocystis pouchetti. 
Such changes in the timing, magnitude, and 
composition of the spring bloom can have ripp-
le effects on the entire marine food web. (Read 
full reprt at tinyurl.com/y36cvrv3)

– Fram Forum

Gear from massive meteorite 
haul getting Svalbard test

The first British-led expedition to gather 
meteorites in the Antarctic has returned with a 
haul of 36 space rocks using a new metal detec-
tor with sub-surface ice capabilities. "What we 
have done is design a wide-array metal 
detector," said Geoff Evatt a Manchester Uni-
versity mathematician participating the expe-
dition. "It‘s essentially a five-meter-wide series 
of panels that we can drag behind the skidoo. In 
real-time, we‘re able to sense what‘s going on 
underneath the surface of the ice. And if an iron 
object passes under the panels then some lights 

and some audio equipment flashes up on the 
skidoo and we can then go out and hopefully 
retrieve the meteorite that‘s within the ice.” Te 
project was a trial ahead of another deployment 
in the next field season that will try to target 
specific types of objects that seem systematical-
ly to be underrepresented in Antarctic finds – 
thus making them undetected and "missing" 
from previous collection efforts. The research 
team is planning a final test of the detection 
equipment in Svalbard next month.

– Hanahan Herald 

Climate change rapidly shakes 
up Svalbard's food chain

 Seals and whales in the Arctic are shifting 
their feeding patterns as climate change alters 
their habitats, and the way they do so may de-
termine whether they survive, a new study has 
found. Researchers harnessed data sets span-
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Black-legged kittiwakes fight over a capelin in Kongsfjorden. Diet samples collected from the species – surface-feeding seabirds – indicate that the 
pelagic ecosystem in Kongsfjorden abruptly changed in 2007, becoming more Atlantic, according to a newly released study. 
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ning two decades to examine how two species 
of Arctic wildlife — beluga whales, also known 
as white whales, and ringed seals — are adap-
ting to their changing habitat. The research fo-
cused on the area around Svalbard — northwest 
of Norway — which is experiencing rapid 
impacts from climate change and particularly a 

“large collapse in sea-ice conditions in 2006 
that has continued to the present day,” said lead 
researcher Charmain Hamilton. “Both white 
whales and ringed seals were tagged in Sval-
bard before this collapse occurred to study their 
basic ecology. Repeat sampling after the sea-
ice collapse occurred thus offered the opportu-
nity for a natural experiment,” added Hamilton, 

who works with the Norwegian Polar Institute. 
Both species traditionally hunt for food in areas 
with sea ice and particularly at so-called tidal 
glacier fronts, where glaciers meet the ocean. 
Both species traditionally hunt for food in areas 
with sea ice and particularly at so-called tidal 
glacier fronts, where glaciers meet the ocean.

– Agence France-Presse 
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Need the straight scoop on all things Svalbard?

www.visitsvalbard.com • +47 79 02 55 50 • info@visitsvalbard.com

Need the straight scoop on all things Svalbard?

Rules, safety tips, history, fun 
facts, maps, online movies and 

details about major events

A comprehensive calendar of 
tours and activities that's 

A subscriber newsletter with all 
media coverage of Svalbard 

during the past week 

Our website offers "one-stop" booking for all lodging, tours and other activities, plus:

Visit us at our website or in person at the end of the 

Our website offers "one-stop" booking for all lodging, tours and other activities, plus:

Visit us at our website or in person at the end of the 
walking street in the city center going towards Nybyen.

Norwegian Coast Guard 
NORWEGIAN POLAR INSTITITUE

SATURDAY
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MARINA VAN DIJK

SOLD AT:  SVALBARD MUSEUM  •  NORTH POLE EXPEDITION MUSEUM  •  FROST SPITSBERGEN

UNIQUE JEWELRY MADE BY THE WORLD'S NORTHERNMOST GOLDSMITH

GOLDSMITH SPITSBERGEN

SVALBARDBUTIKKEN • GALLERI SVALBARD • NY-ÅLESUND

CONTACT:  VANDIJKMARINA@HOTMAIL.COM  •  +47 9527 3161  •           GULLSMED MARINA VAN DIJK

HANDMADE IN THE ARCTIC WITH

• Quality gold, silver and diamonds at very good prices

• Distinctive watches, scarves and leather handbags

• Diverse selection of  Svalbard souvenirs

• Located in Lompensenteret in the center of  town

We look forward to seeing you!

Gems from a small, independent 
jewelry store as unique as Svalbard

+47 7902 1816 • post@gullgruva.com
Follow us on Facebook: Gullgruva Arctic Design
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March 20
6 p.m.: Various outdoor skiing/sledding 
activities with the Longyearbyen Youth 
Club. Skitrekket/Gruvedalsbakken.
March 24
11 a.m.: Mass. Svalbard Church.
March 26
7 p.m.: Longyearbyen Photo Club 
membership meeting. Arts and Crafts 
Center at Galleri Svalbard.
7 p.m.: Evening Mass and fireplace 
social. Svalbard Church.
March 27
6 p.m.: Movie: "Burning," South Korean 
drama, ages 15 and up. Kulturhuset.
March 28
4:30 p.m.: Longyearbyen Youth Club 
administration meeting. Longyearbyen 
Youth Club.
6 p.m.: City youth and cultural plolicy 
meeting: Open meeting to discuss 
proposed policy plan. Kulturhuset.
March 31
5 p.m.: Movie: "Dumbo," U.S. family film 
dubbed in Norwegian, ages 9 and up. 
Kulturhuset.
7 p.m.: Movie: "Ut og Stjæle Hester," 
Norwegian drama, ages 12 and up. 
Kulturhuset.
April 2
7 p.m.: 7 p.m.: Evening Mass and 
fireplace social. Svalbard Church.
April 3
7 p.m.: Visiting author Benedicte Meyer 
Kroneberg discusses her two novels "Der 
det brenner" and "Ikke bli borte." 
Longyearbyen Library.
April 4
6 p.m.: Movie: "Kona Fer í Stríð," 
Icelandic drama, ages 6 and up. 
Kulturhuset. 
April 5-7
Camp Svalbard winter session. Details at 
www.facebook.com/UngiLyb. 

What's online
Icepeople.net provides daily updates of 
news about Svalbard and the world's 
polar regions, plus extras for articles from 
the print edition. Among the latest news:
● UN: Arctic ‘locked-in’ for 3-5C temp. rise
● Geoengineering to fight climate change?
● Rain melts Greenland ice sheet in winter
● Flat Earthers seek the edge in Antarctica

What's up

March 19, 2019

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

"This book does 
not only cover 
comprehensive 
information 
concerning all 
fields of possible 
interest, but is at 
the same time a 
photo book 
containing many 
color images to 
illustrate many 
wildlife and flower 

by the complete guide

Sailing Voyages • Books • Photography • DVDs • Polar News And Information 

A maintenance worker updates a shop owner about a water leak from a cracked water pipe on the 
second floor of Lompensenteret that forced the shopping center to close most of its space Tuesday. 
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Flooding from leaky ceiling pipe forces closure of Lompensenteret
‘Like Niagara Falls’ 
By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

Heavy water leakage from a cracked water 
pipe in the ceiling that both flooded and appa-
rently damaged the electrical system of Lom-
pensenteret forced the closure of most of shop-
ping center mid-morning Tuesday. The mall 
was throughout the day.

Espen Klungseth Rotevatn, principal of 
Svalbard Folkehøgskole, said he was sitting in 
his office on the second floor at about 10:30 
a.m. when he heard water splashing in the hall-
way.

“It was like someone was taking a shower 
outside our office,” he said.

The water only seeped into his office and 
didn’t cause any apparent damage, but tenants 
and workers involved in a large-scale renova-
tion of the shopping center worked feverishly 
on both floors to mop up the flooding.

“It was like Niagara Falls gushing,” one 
shop owner said.

The leakage occurred for several minutes 
before it was shut off and most of the spillage 
was cleaned up by 11:30 a.m. Strugstad Sport1 
suffered the heaviest damage in terms of its 

space and merchandise, according to Svalbard-
posten.

Fruene, the MIX kiosk, Karlsberger Pub 
and Stationen remained open with water avai-
lable throughout the day, and the pharmacypro-
vided medications to those needing them on an 
emergency basis. 

The mall has been undergoing extensive 
renovations since last year.

MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE
A sign in a hallway near Karlsberger Pub and 
Stationen announces  most of the space in 
Lompensenteret is closed due to heavy water 
leakage from the second floor on Tuesday.


